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^{RINITYJRIPOD
Trinity Welcomes
Soviet Journalist
On October 2, Moffett sent a letter to Starodomskava asking her
to come to Connecticut with a film
crew to "do what he had done in
the Soviet Union." "Up until
Trinity will be the first Amerinow," he said, "only the negative
can college ever to be featured on
side of American life was shown
Soviet television following yesteron Soviet televison."
day's campus visit by a Soviet jourMoffett was quite surprised
nalist and film crew.
when the Soviets agreed to his
The visit was at the invitation of
proposition. As Dr. James West of
Station WVIT's anchorman, Toby
the History Department said, "It
Moffett. Last July and August,
is yet another example of glasMoffett toured the Soviet Union
nost'. It is another example of Ruswith an American film crew. While
sian officialdom not saying no to a
there, he visited farms, schools and
good idea."
factories. "I was able to go wherStarodomskava arrived in Washever I wanted," he said. "I was
ington, D.C. on Monday, Novemable to talk to the average citizen,
ber 10. She will be spending this
the young and the old." He interweek in Connecticut seeing
viewed Soviet journalists about
schools, talking to students, and
glasnost' (General Secretary Gorvisiting other Connecticut institubachev's reform campaign) and
The Trinity Bantams beat Wesleyan into the mud with a score of 48-7 at this weekend's Homecoming game.
tions. While at Trinity, Starodomasked people on the street about
skava visited a 10:30 Russian
their views of the United States.
language class and talked to RusMoffett was accompanied by
sian Studies students.
Svetlana Starodomskava, a 22 year
Starodomskava's visit to Trinity
veteran
Soviet
journalist.
She
reLuckett
maintains
that
the
world
South Africa which began in 1652,
by Michelle Israel and Patricia
is
significant because, according to
ported on him as he covered the
is not hearing the true story of
and in the modern discovery of
Canavan
Dr. West, it "places us squarely on
Soviet Union, and also served as
South Africa. "It is a fallacy to
gold and diamonds in the area. The
the cutting edge of glasnost'. Trinhis translator.
believe that everything is fine," he
original settlers needed "servity has already been the beneficiemphasized. The newspapers can't,
Moffett was the first American
ants," as was the custom of the
ary of Gorbachev's glasnost'
or don't, report on the state of
journalist ever to give his uncentimes, and modern day mine ownThe Reverend S. Luckett, direcreforms. We are one of 20 underemergency.
This
means
that
the
sored
impressions
of
the
Soviet
ers need cheap labor to extract the
tor of the Diocesan Board of Social
graduate institutions which will be
police can arrest and detain whomUnion on the Soviet national news.
precious commodities from the
Responsibility, Cape Town Dioparticipating in an academic exever they like for any given amount
He aired three reports, each apearth. Black Africans fit the bill in
cese, spoke on last Monday evechange program with the Soviet
of
time
without
having
to
present
proximately
three
minutes
long,
on
both
cases.
ning. Luckett is touring America
Union. In addition, Trinity is getan
explanation
for
their
actions.
the
most
widely
watched
Soviet
in order to let the public know that,
By exploiting the blacks and conting a satellite dish which will enConsequently, many students have
news program. Station WVIT also
"We need the American people to
structing labor camps, the whites
able the school to receive live
Continued
on
Page
3
ran
a
five-part
series
on
his
visit.
put greater pressure on the U.S.
have instituted "a sheer destrucSoviet television.
government for economic sanction of homelife by the labor situ,More generally, Starodomskations and recognition of the Afriation." Black men are separated
va's trip is considered a test of just
can National Congress."
from their families, and due to
how far Gorbachev's glasnost' will
Luckett was educated at Oxford,
strict passbook laws, cannot visit
go. When asked by Moffett how
where he was a Rhodes Scholar,
each other. Some families follow
glasnost' has affected journalists,
and received a Masters in Economthe men and live in squatter camps
Starodomskava replied, "We're
ics and then lectured in Capetown.
around the labor camps. Other
more open now. We don't camouwe were able to attract 10 to 15
In 1980 he was ordained as a Revwives manage to live with their
by Cynthia Woosnam
flage. We expose and dig to help
students."
erend in the Anglican Church. Aphusbands in the exceedingly overour country." As Moffett said,
Summing up her expectations for
palled
by the
"economic
crowded labor camp barracks, but
though, "The big question is, just
the 1987 minority weekend, Cross
oppression, political inequalities
the quality of life is far from satTrinity will be welcoming minorwhat will Soviet viewers get to see
says, "I'm hoping that the Trinity
and gross exploitation of black
isfactory. Mine workers and their
ity prospective students once again
of Connecticut? What kind of
students
will
be
as
receptive
as
people," Luckett founded the
families suffer from tremendous
at its annual minority weekend to
mainstream
American life will they
they
were
last
year.
However,
we
Board of Social Responsibility.
poverty.
be held from Thursday, November
actually see?"
still need more hosts."
Since that time he has worked tireSome blacks go to the cities in
19th to Saturday the 21st. ApproxIn an interview with Professor
If any student would like to help
lessly to help the black population
order to find jobs, but their chances
imately 75 high school seniors from
Sam
Kassow on Saturday, Novemor
has
any
questions,
call
the
Adachieve equality. Luekett was imof improving their lives are small.
New England as well as from
ber 7, Moffett pressed him as to
prisoned for his work in 1985 but Africans must have special passes
Maryland, Washington D.C., Ten- missions Office, ext. 249 and ask
why the Soviets would allow such
for Karen Cross or Jennifer Hardhas continued to support the cause
to come into the cities, and to go
nessee, Michigan, and Illinois are
Continued on Page 3
of blacks in South Africa.
into certain areas outside of the
expected to participate in the procities. Many do not obtain these in
gram.
Described by Vice President
time, and are arrested and put on
Smith as a "man of integrity and
The purpose of the three-day
trial. Since many of the blacks are
great courage," Rev. Luckett defunction is to invite black, Hisunaware of the laws, they are
scribed the apartheid policy as
panic, Asian, and American Indian
forced to pay a fine or spend 90
more than just a "physical sepastudents to experience the acadays in jail. After either paying the
ration of racial categories."
demic and social life of the College.
fine or serving their jail sentence,
The Admissions Office hopes to
According to Luckett, aparthied
the blacks are sent back to the
show the minority prospective stu(which means "apartness") has its
"desperately poor" rural areas.
dents the support that Trinity is
roots in the white settlement of
willing to give them in order to
further diversify the student body.
According to Karen Cross, assistant director of admissions and the
the perpetrator," as opposed to a
coordinator of minority weekend,
by Peter Swanson
passing view from a car.
"it is a good way to expose stuAssistant News Editor
Rucci also stated that an officer
dents to Trinity."
on foot will be able to observe and
The prospectives will be housed
enter many places on campus that
A revamped nighttime Security
with
host students in dormitories
officers
in
cars
could
not.
He
added
patrol went into effect November
and will be attending the many acthat he selected North Campus
1, established by Director of Setivities which have been planned
"because of all the activity that
curity Biagio Rucci.
for them. These functions, which
goes
on
there."
At present, there are four Secuhave been carefully designed to alRucci also decided that officers
rity officers who patrol the campus
leviate any fears and answer any
will do footpatrols in four week
nightly. Rucci's changes include
questions, include a reception at
adding a Security officer and hav- shifts. By this method, the officers
the Umoja House on Thursday
will
become
familiar
with
the
area
ing three mobile units and two foot
night,
a Cave dance on Friday, a
they are working and "be able to
patrols instead of four mobile
Saturday brunch with departmenlocate and observe problem spots."
units.
tal faculty and later a minority stuOf the two officers on footpatrol,
dent panel. Interviews and tours
He
felt
that
by
strictly
having
one would stay in the. North Camare also scheduled and available for
mobile patrol, the officers "didn't
pus area and one would patrol the
the prospective students.
get
a
proper
perspective
of
resimain campus, including the Quad
An admissions officer said that
dential life."
and the South Campus complex.
"the true success of minority
Along with asking the adminisRucci decided to implement footweekend won't be realized until we
tration for an extra nighttime Sepatrols for the "perception facfind out who will be in the freshcurity officer, Rucci has also asked
tor." He said, "the Security officer
man class next fall." Commenting
for two more Security officers,
will be visible to both the student
upon this, Cross says that "last
plus a civilian dispatcher. He said,
and the perpetrator. The officer
First snowfall of the year arrived at Trinity last Thursday.
year's program was a big success;
"that
would
be
a
utopia
for
me."
will be able to watch and observe
by Hillary Davidson
Editor-in-Chief

S. African Priest Discusses Apartheid

Minority Prospective
Students to Visit

Rucci Revises Security
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Op-Ed
Bad Week?

Editorial
The role of the press is extremely important. What we
read in newspapers and see on television affects the
way we perceive those issues which we cannot experience personally. The vast majority of the population base
their perceptions of public officials on the information
and impressions they cull from the media.
Traditionally, the role of the journalist has been to
seek and report information which will allow the public
to make these decisions. Yet in recent months the press
has been overzealous in pursuing leads on important
stories. Rushing headlong to gain exclusive stories and
eye-catching headlines, the press seems to have lost its
perspective on what just exactly its role is. Every facet
of every candidate is examined minutely and the findings
dutifully reported. But do we need such thorough scrutiny
of each candidate?
The answer to this question is far from clear. The
careful examination of every candidate for public office
is essential for protecting the public good. While the
goverment checks the financial and ethical dealings of
public officials, members of the press seem to have
appointed themselves investigators of officials' private
lives. The exploits of Gary Hart are a case in point.
There's is no question that Hart's affair with Donna Rice
had a direct bearing upon his candidacy for the presidential nomination. Hart challenged the press to follow
him, and they did. The Miami Herald traced Hart to
Rice's apartment and confronted him with their information. Though they gained an astounding exclusive, the
Herald received a great deal of criticism within the journalistic community.
In a poll of newspaper editors taken shortly after Hart's
withdrawl from the race, fewer than one third of those
questioned said that they would engage in practices
similar to those of the Herald, though all of the editors
said they would report the findings as news. Why? Because many editors feel that it is not the place of the
media to investigate the private lives of public officials.
This poll hit the nail right on the head. Editors were
simply unwilling to undertake a journalistic project which
bordered on the work of a private investigator. Once the
reports were made public, the issue was news, but until
that time the rumors of Hart's infidelities were unprintable hearsay.
Once the information was published, it was all over
for Hart. Smelling blood in the water, the media attacked
the story like a school of sharks. In the rush to expand
the story, every paper in the country ran stories discussing Hart's infidelity, and even boasted undercover
pictures of Hart on Bimini. While with Hart there was
little question of guilt, the attack was still worrisome
because it demonstrated the ability of the media to wreck

To tlu! Kditor:

a person's entire political career in days. Were the press
to jump on an innocent victim, there is little doubt that
the onslaught would cripple the politician's career just
as McCarthyism destroyed the lives of public figures in
the early 1950's.
The recent battle over Reagan's nominees to the Supreme Court illustrate the problems of the role of the
press in politics. The intense controversy over the nomination of Judge Robert Bork captured major headlines.
The controversy did not center on Bork's private life, but
rather the battle was fought over ideology. This was not
the case with the nomination of Judge Douglas Ginsberg.
The members of the Senate Judiciary Committee never
got a chance to argue over his ideology, for the proceedings ended quickly when the question of past marijuana use arose. Ginsberg stepped down quickly, and
escaped any wholesale media persecution. In a panel
discussion at Harvard University's Kennedy School of
Government, Walter Mondale stated that he believed that
Ginsberg had been treated unfairly. Mondale felt that
the real issue was not that Ginsberg had experimented
with drugs in the past, but rather that he lacked experience.
The fact is that Ginsberg broke the law which he is
expected to uphold as a public official. Yet, there are
rumors concerning almost every president who has ever
taken office. Just two months ago GQMagazine published
an article containing compromising information about
more than ten presidents from Washington to Reagan.
Ironically, one of the few people spared was Richard
Nixon. This information was widely known, yet it was
never a public issue at the time. This is because journalists simply did not write about such matters.
As journalists pry further and further into the private
matters of public officials, they have the potential' to
change the face of politics. Out of necessity, journalists
are entrusted with a great power, the power to shape
the perceptions of the American public. They also have
the power to make or break the careers of the politicians
they cover. Yet the media must retain its perspective. It
is not the job of the media to interpret the news for the
public, but to present the news to the public. Also, the
media must resist the urge to become a forum for
mudslinging.
If a politician's private activities have a direct bearing
on his performance in office, then these details should
certainly be made public. However, the pursuit of great
headlines and exclusive stories should not lead journalists to stray from the relevant issues.
R.E.C.

"Peripheral Vision" Criticized
To the Editor:
Editor-in-Chief
Hill ar\> Davidson
Managing Editor
Robert E. Lockhurn
News Editor . .
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Business Manager
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Peter Swanson
Sports Editor
Gina Letellier

World Outlook Editors
Matt Miller

Arts Editor
Bob Markee

Features Editor
Wendy Rowlings

Photography Editor
Meiyl Levin
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Laura Koniqsberg

My letter concerns your weekly
feature "Peripheral Vision."
Whose idea was this? What exactly
!s the point here? Over the past
month I have puzzled over Kaisa
Daly's opinions of dating, music,
weather and how tough it is to find
a decent conversationalist among
the entire student body. My question is, WHO CARES?!.
"Peripheral Vision" is little more
than one student's ramblings on
topics of her choice, which for the
most part have very little to do
Siith the Trinity student body. I
am not saying that Ms. Daly
doesn't write well — she does —
but her comments do not belong in
a newspaper. But instead of rambling "a la Daly," let me give you
some examples of what I mean:

"I thank the good Lord in
Heaven above that we don't have
dates here. They're such a miserable experience...Look across the
table on a date and find someone
NOTE: The Tripod accepts and prints all letters to the editor and longer who isn't offensive enough to turn
opinion articles. All submissions should be typed and double spaced. Al- down or someone who didn't bethough there is no limit to length, the editor reserves the right to condenv. lieve you when you said you were
letters of more than 250 words. All letters submitted by Friday, 5 p.m. will
>ick. Make meaningful conversab». considered for publication. Letters can be brought to the Tripod office ion and find out later that he told
Jackson basement) or placed in campus mail, Box 1310. If there are any his friends he went out with 'some
ii i finer questions, the editorial board can be reached at 2Jt6-l829,
philosophy chick.'"

•w

"When I am cold and depressed,
I tend to go to sleep with all my
clothes on. It's too much of an effort to peel off layer after layer
while shivering on a cold, bare
dorm floor only to 'dress for bed'
in still more layers...I became attached to fireplaces because I actually did trudge home a mile from
school in the snow to an underheated house. Fortunately, we had
three fireplaces and five electric
blankets..." WHO CARES?!
Maybe next week I will submit a
story about my uncle's hair transplant or the death of my best
friend's canary — we are talking
real news! If the Tripod wants to
gain the recognition of the student
body as a respectable news publication, it should start by editing
out articles that have absolutely no
bearing on relevant issues. To be
fair to Ms. Daly, she wrote an excellent article on live music at
Trinity in the October 6th issue.
However, she tollowed it up with
"I have found that my moods are
directly related to Hartford's horrible weather..." in the October
13th issue. WHO CARES?!
Hopefully the editors of the Tripod will do something to rectify
this situation, either by using a re-

It's a bright sunny day. The
Chapel is glistening and the flag is
wafting in the breeze. Students are
working hard in the "end of the
.semester crunch" and Meryl Levin
complains that Lho week of November 2nd was "A Bad Week for
Women at Trinity." Why? Oh, because a bulletin board was burned,
offensive t-shirts were sold, and a
four member panel of Trinity faculty WBH all-male.
(iee, it's obviously a conspiracy
against the female sex. In order to
show thi! absurdity of Ms. Levin's
"Bad Week," let's examine the
real problems:
1. Vandalism charred a bulletin
board that contained material pertaining to Trinity women. Ok,
prove to me that this wasn't a random act. Other material was also
torched on (his very same night
that did not. pertain to Trinity
women.
2. T-shirts that, read "Amherst
SiK']us...We.sleyan Swallows" are
offensive and tasteless. No argument. But. where are women mentioned?
They're
not. The
administration agrees that the
shirts should not be sold and the
presence of the shirts only shows
a lack of good taste rather than an
anti-women campaign.
li. A panel of four Trinity professors happens to be all male. That's
odd. Look at the course book.
Fewer than 25% of Trinity's faculty is female. Therefore, one
should hardly look "a bit askew"
at the facts." In addition, William
Styrat is important to certain
members of Trinity faculty because of lii.s journalistic contributions. These members of the
faculty happen to be male and their
participation on the panel seems to
represent their interest in Styron.
Tne point;; raised by M.->. Levin
show a consciousness toward feminism. I support women's rights,
but I tire from specious argumentation on absurd points. In order
to gain support for the women's
movement, attention must be focused on real issues: i.e. the number of women faculty members and
full professors at Trinity. By harping on "supposed sexism," men
and women alike become deaf to
feminist pleas.
The goal should be to spark discussion, but in such a way that we
all have a vested interest in the
success of specific issues. I thank
Ms. Levin for her awareness, but
hope in the future that she focuses
on the real issues rather than
crying wolf.
Sincerely,
Jack O'Donnell, '88

sponsible columnist and not "some
philosophy chick," or by relegating
"Peripheral Vision" to the periphery, where there will be no danger
of it being read.
.Sincerely,
Joe Hunt, '8H

Editor's Response:
Obviously, you do not like iws.
Daly's column "Peripheral Vision." That's fine. However, you
seem to think that her columns are
to he read as news articles. Bear %n
mind that her column is not in the
news section but in the features section. Therefore, it need not have
any "bearing on relevant issues,
for the features section allows fir
creative writing. AH a features columnist, as opposed to «• nellis
writer, Ms. Duly has the freedom
to "rumble on" "about the topics
her choosing.
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News
English Professor Manages
Academic Affairs Committee
by Sean Dougherty
News Staff Writer
Dr. Shelia Fisher, assistant professor in the English Department,
has been named chairwoman of the
Academic Affairs Committee.
Fisher came to Trinity in 1983
and has been a member of the
Committee for three years.
The Committee exists to enforce
the rules of the College as voted
on by the the faculty. "We do not
set policy, or make procedure,"
said Dr. Fisher, "We just make
sure the policies are carried out."
"A student perhaps may want to
switch classes after the drop/add
period. He or she would petition
the Academic Affairs Committee
and ask for permission. We would
then review the petition, taking

into account the views of the professors involved and the circumstances and judge the validity of
the request," said Fisher.
The Committee also hears cases
of plagarism and of "academic integrity" (cheating), and can affect
the sentencing of the students involved in such transgressions.
The chair is selected by vote of
Committee members, and is based
on seniority. Responsibilites of the
chair include setting the agenda for
the Committee, as well as advising
students who will appear before it.
The term for a Committee member
is three years, with the exception
of the secretary which is always
filled by the dean of faculty. The
registrar or a representative of the
registrar, as well as three student
representatives, also serve on the
Committee.

The chairman and the secretary
set up the agenda for dealing with
petitions and letters. The chairman has the additional responsibility of reviewing the petitions
before they come to the full Committee and advising students on
how to plead their cases. "I talk
with students about cases they
want to make and advise them on
the feasibility of their cases. Sometimes, when it is clear that the
committee won't be granting an
exception, I make that clear to the
student involved." said Fisher.
"We have a mandate to make
sure the College's rules are enforced. At the same time, through
the vehicle of the petition, the student has the right to present extenuating
circumstances,"
concluded Fisher.

IFC concerned with Campus Safety
by Peter Swanson
Assistant News Editor
Following an assault last Saturday night, November 7, the InterFraternity Council has decided to
take action, with the aim of improving the campus security situation.
Last Saturday, at 2 a.m., four
students were assaulted by four
unknown assailants on Vernon
street by the construction site.
There were no serious injuries, although the assailants attempted to
place one student in the trunk of
their car.
According to an IFC representative, "We have voiced a concern
about the safety of the campus,"
noting that "it is not an IFC issue,
the IFC is an organized body representing all students."
The IFC had plans to distribute
a pamphlet during the homecom-

Apartheid
Continued from Page 1.
simply disappeared or have been
imprisoned indefinitely. There has
been a "mass warehousing of
young people" on the part of the
south African Government, and an
increasing amount of political assassinations and disappearances.
Underlying the chaos and violence there is an "unstoppable, unquenchable desire to be free," said
uickett. This resistance is mainly
due to the efforts of students and
People of the younger generation.
Luckett wants American students
to take up this moral responsibility
to their fellow man, "I challenge

ing football game against Wesleyan on Saturday, Nov. 14. The
pamphlet intended to show,
through statistics, that the campus
is "unsafe." However, after a talk
with President James F. English
and Vice President Thomas A.
Smith, and a promise from English
to look into the problem, the IFC
decided against the pamphlet.
The pamphlet was to be produced in order to convince the
administration "to provide some
support for Security.
"The problem with Security is
not with Rucci [Director of Security] or with incompetency, it is
with resources. Rucci needs more
men, with which he could substantially decrease campus crime."
The IFC supports Rucci's recently revised nighttime patrol [see
accompanying article], and is pushing for administrative support.
After talking with English, the
IFC representative said that
"English seemed genuinely concerned, but misinformed as to the
seriousness of the security problem.

"We told him that we would hold
off on the pamphlets, but without
real improvements, we have a
number of options we have held
over to voice our concerns."
The representative added that
"although we didn't hand out the
pamphlets, it isn't over, by any
means."

IRIPIB

ROADWAY PACKAGE SYSTEM

Are you flying home for the holidays?
Flying with a head cold can be a painful experience but selfhelp steps can prevent serious
problems. If you can't avoid flying with a cold, take decongestant tablets about 2 hours before take-off or use a nasal spray about an hour before. Time the medication to reach its
peak effectiveness during ascent.
The long approach to landing is the time most people experience difficulty with their ears. If
the trip lasts longer than 4 hours repeat the tablets 2 hours before landing or the spray one
hour ahead.
When you feel ear pressure beginning to build during landing approach, YAWN or SWALLOW frequently to adjust to the pressure change. Ear pain usually subsides within a few
hours. If the pain or pressure continues for a week seek medical attention with your Doctor
or at the Medical Office here at Trinity.

technology. He wants to give the
Soviets a glimpse of American life
which will make them jealous and
more willing to work harder."
When asked by Moffett if there
was any danger of showing Westfarms Mall and the nice homes on
Soviet television, Kassow answered, "There is no danger. The
crew will show a wealthy American but a society which still creates a lot of unhappy people
because it is a social order which
is inhumane."

DELIVERS!

Part-Time Hours • Full-Time Earnings
Rev. S. Luckett
you, American people, outside people, to lower the suffering." By approving more economic sanctions
and backing the African National
Congress the situation could be
worked out. "The longer the regme is in power, the more acts of
Pure vengeance will be committed," he explained. The struggle in
south Africa is "not black against
white, but a struggle against a particular type of political regime. You
a
re judged not by the color of your
s
™ , but by your contributions to
the struggle for freedom."

Rev. Allan Tull, chaplain and assistant professor of religion, is
looking forward to Smialowski's
appointment. "I am sorry to see
Father Gaczuk leave, but I am very
A new face will be seen behind excited that Father Rav is here."
the altar at Sunday Roman CathTull added, "Since Father Ray
olic services in the Chapel. Last will be spending more time on
Thursday, Reverend Ray Smi- campus, he will be much more
alowski was appointed as the new available than Father Gaczuk
Roman Catholic priest.
was."
Smiolowski will assume the poSmialowski does not foresee any
sition of Rev. John Gatczak, the immediate changes in the Roman
former Roman Catholic priest who Catholic program at Trinity, but in
was recently appointed the Direc- the future he says he hopes to build
tor of Communication for the up the already existing programs.
Archdiocese of Hartford.
"I will give it some time and see
A Class of 1978 alumnus of Trin- what has been done and then I will
ity, and a graduate of St. John's make changes," he said.
School of Theology in Boston, SmiThe new priest will be conductalowski has been a priest for five ing the Sunday masses at 12:00
years. During this time he was an p.m. and also the Wednesday eveassistant at the Church of the Holy
ning service at 5:00 p.m. He will
Spirit in Newington, Connecticut.
also be taking part in the Newman
His primary goal for the Catholic
Club meetings on Wednesdays
program at Trinity is to make its
nights at 7:30 p.m.
presence more well known to stuHe will have regular office hours
dents of all denominations. "I hope
during the week all of Wednesday
to get more students to take part
and 1:00 p.m. to 4:00 p.m. on Friand worship," he said. "It will give
days, since he is also the Catholic
them the opportunity to grow in
priest at the University of Hartfaith and awareness."
ford. He stated that additional
The new priest also wants the
hours will be implemented accordstudents to know that the Catholic
ing to the need he feels is there.
Church is "there to help them."
Smialowski added that coming to
He indicated that he "will be presTrinity "is very exciting. It is a lot
ent on the campus and anyone can
like coming home. I am looking
come — we are an inclusive
church."
forward to it."
by Christine Smith

M.O.M. (Medical Office Memo)

Soviet Journalist Visits
Continued from Page 1.
a visit. "Gorbachev is using the
media to create a climate of support for his economic and social
changes," replied Kassow. He continued, "Gorbachev is trying to delegitimize Stalin and find a new
source of legitimacy in Lenin.
Lenin himself was heavily influenced by the myth of American
'know-how.' He called for the
young Soviet state to emulate
American achievement. Gorbachev wants to showcase American 'know-how,' efficiency, and

New Priest Appointed

THE OPPORTUNITIES: Due to our current success we have a variety of
exceptional PART-TIME OPPORTUNITIES throughout our operational base.
You' II join the growing RPS team as we continue to set new industry growth
records. Best of all, you'll be earning EXCELLENT PAY FOR PART-TIME
HOURS — hours that can easily fit into your busy school schedule. What's
more, we encourage energetic individuals to pursue their future with us.
Through advancement, our part-time opportunities can translate into a
stimulating career in operations, management, sales.. .Find out what RPS
can deliver to you.
For more information, contact:

ROADWAY PACKAGE SYSTEM, INC.
HARTFORD TERMINAL
710 North Nutmeg Rd.
South Windsor, CT 06074
203/282-9055

Columbia University

Graduate School of
Architecture, Planning,
and Preservation

The Shape of
Two Cities:
NewYork/Paris
Special Undergraduate Program A
junior year introduction to architecture, urban planning, and historic
preservation for students who have
completed their sophomore year at
an accredited college or university.
Students spend the fall semester in
New York at the Graduate School of
Architecture, Planning, and Preservation and the spring semester in
Paris at Columbia's studio and classroom facility in the historic Marais
district.
Application forms and additional
information may be obtained from:
Dean of Admissions
Graduate School of Architecture,
Planning, and Preservation
400 Avery Hall
Columbia University
New York, New York 10027
(212)280-3510
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Features
Does Trinity Deserve Its Nickname?
by Wendy Rawlings
Features Editor
Until I started writing for the
Tripod regularly, I had convinced
myself that "Camp Trin Trin" was
an unfair nickname for this college. Because the entire Tripod
staff has to scramble for the use of
one temperamental and outdated
computer to type our stories on, I
have found that Sunday morning
is the only time when I can type
and edit without another staff
member breathing down my neck.
Week after week, I must face the
formidable task of overcoming
either that inexplicable inertia
which settles on this campus every
Sunday or the familiar agony of a
bad hangover. Worse than just one
of these is a combination of the
two, a compound more stupefying
than anesthesia.

from my dorm with various letters
of the Greek alphabet smeared
across my left cheekbone. On Sunday mornings, though, nobody's
around to laugh at me. I crawl
down the Long Walk without spotting a soul, not even a person scurrying guiltily back to his or her
room after a night out.

By the time I reach Mather from
the north side of campus, that familiar unquenchable thirst which
we all experience after consuming
too much liquor kicks in. Finding a
couple of dollars in my pocket, I
pick up the pace and hurry down
to the Cave, only to find that it
doesn't open till 11:00. Even
SAGA only serves brunch today,
and that won't open for another
two hours. I decide to return to the
Cave after I type my stories, since
I'll have at least an hour to kill
before the library opens at noon.
A library that doesn't open until
Once I overcome my lethargy noon on Sundays and closes at
enough to drag myself out of bed midnight (earlier, if you plan on
and into the bathroom, I am escaping before that irritating
greeted in the mirror by my own buzzer goes off and jangles your
sullen face, covered with traces of
nerves while you are panicking
fraternity letters. Fraternities on over a ten - page paper that must
this campus kindly stamp party- be handed in at 8:30 the following
goer's hands with black indelible morning)? A food service that only
marker (as I'm sure you have no- offers brunch? What kind of mesticed), and I always manage to fall
sages does this school think it's
asleep in such a way that my hand sending us? Perhaps more people
presses against my face. Of course, would roll out of bed before noon
no amount of scrubbing will en- on Sundays if there was anything
tirely remove the markings for a productive to do. Right now, I feel
couple of days, so I have to emerge as if I'm doing something vaguely

illegal when I venture across campus to type my stories on Sunday
mornings.
Even if the school extended library hours and offered breakfast
on Sundays, I'm sure; that many
people would still choose to remain
in bed with a large glass of water
and a bottle of aspirin. However,
some of us like to get going in the
morning, hangover or no. Some
athletes claim that working out is
the best cure for that "morning
after" feeling that one's body has
been run over by a truck. Of
course, we could all get up and do
work in our rooms, but the temp-,
tation of a horizontal surface and
a down comforter more often than
not overcomes one's intentions to
read Aristotle's Poetics.
Even the most conscientious student likes to blow off steam every
once and a while, but one night of
decadence doesn't have to drag on
into the middle of the following
day. Shortened library hours and
brunch, though, seem tx> suggest
that we should wallow in our degradation instead of picking ourselves up and getting back to work.
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If the school would like to get rid
of the "Camp Trin Trin" image,
perhaps it would be wise to start
by making the library and food service available to students earlier in
the day on Sundays. If not, why
not go the whole hog and deliver
the New York Times to my doorstep? Or set up nine holes on the
Quad?
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ON THE LONG WALK
What do you think about
campus security?

r
Kim Hominski, '88 "I feel that
security is understaffed. Foot and
car patrols need to be increased.
There are a lot of dark areas on
this campus that need more lighting. Other security systems should
be investigated."

Shelley Matthews, '89 "I think
that there are a lot of problems.
Someone should be watching the
Vernon Street lot at all times and
faculty should park down there.
Incidents show that we need a bigger staff.

Kirk Brett, '88
"I think that it needs work
but I think that students have to
help out a little more. Neither side
is to blame; both need work. People have to help out security more
for it to be effective.

Kim Heck, '88 "The security system is a disgrace. I feel badly for
the new director of security - he
has no men and no money. I think
he would do an excellent job if he
Viad more funds."

By Laurie Carlson and Diane
Manning
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Jennifer Roeder, '88 "I think that
the situation on campus i.s a lot
worse this year because of the
number of car break - ins. Maybe
they should have a bigger staff,
with more people patrolling the
lots more frequently."

Ford Peck, '89 "The individual security guards do an excellent job
with the resources that they have.
The only thing that will make a
significant change are changes that
come from the administration,
such as an increase in money."

t

Edward WinterH, '90 "I think that
they're" doing the bast job that they
can under the present system.
Many of the security problems are
a result of careless students rather
than lame security."

Tom Wyckoff, '88 "Rued is doing
a great job. He's revamped relations between students and security. A bigger force, with more
walking foot patrols, would be
helpful."
photos by Tarn Chapman
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Arts Center Pidiaist
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November 19-22 features four
days of performance at Trinity
College. The first of three events
will be 2 By 2, a dance concert
series featuring Judy Dworin and
PARTNERS Nusha Martynuk and
Carter McAdams. These three
share the program which involves
two different shows, each one to
be performed for two nights running.
The first performance, to be held
Thursday and Friday, November
19 and 20 at 8 p.m. in the J.L.
Goodwin Theatre, features Quartet with Onlookers, which is the
only piece that is performed by
PARTNERS that is not their own
work. Helmut-Gottsehild choreographed the dance specifically for
PARTNERS, who are funded by
the Connecticut Commission on the
Arts. Adam Battlestein and Allison Friday join Martynuk/McAdams in the presentation of this
piece.
Following Quartet are a series of
solos by Martynuk which show a
formal progression that parallels
her artistic growth. Small Changes
which features traditional Ukranian folk dancing is followed by Still
Falling, which leads into the premiere of Shake Your Head, Darling. Shake Your Head is Andre
Gribou's and Nusha Martynuk's
emotional response to their creative process. It seems to break
from constraining, stifling ways of
creating and is instead an energetic, playful dance.
The last piece in the performance of the first two nights is
Echo Chambers, a work by Judy
Dworin in which Nusha Martynuk
performs. "Of course I cannot
speak for Judy or her work but
since I am dancing in the piece, I
do have an understanding of it. I
see this as a piece exploring people's reaching to great depths and
emerging from them renewed,"
says Martynuk.
The second show will take place
Saturday, November 21 and Sunday, November 22 at 8 p.m. in the
Goodwin Theatre. Preceding the
premiere of Virgin Forest is Common Ground, a piece which investigates the sense of community and
the emotions and conflicts therein.
This work was also choreographed
by Nusha Martynuk with music by
Andre Gribou.
The second work is Act Without
Words II by Samuel Beckett which
some may remember from last
Spring when it was performed
here. Nusha Martynuk and Allison
Friday perform this piece.
The featured work in the second
program is Judy Dworin's premiere Virgin Forest with music by
Emily Metcalf, set design by Jerry
Rojo, and lighting design by Tracy
Eck.
The Trinity Music Department
will be presenting A German Requiem on November 20 and 21 at
8:15 p.m. in the Chapel. Music Department Chairman Gerald Moshell will conduct 120 singers (75 of
whom are members of the Trinity
College Concert Choir and 45 of
whom are members of the Connecticut College Chamber Choir)
who have been brought together
through the initiative of Paul Althouse of Connecticut College.
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EXHIBITIONS
NOW — Dec. 24: "American Comparision: 1800-1960" William Benton Museum of Art. University of Connecticut, Storrs. For information: (207) 4864520.
N Q W — Jan. 30: "Once Upon A Time: Illustrated Editions of the Classic
Fairy Tales" Trinity Library. Watkinson Library. For information 527-3151.
NOV. 8 — DEC. 11: "Connecticut Women Artists" Widener Gallery, Austin
Arts Center. Open from 1 p.m. to 5 p.m. daily. For information call 5273151.
NOV. 6 — JAN 9: From Mannerism to Classicism: Printmaking in France
1600-1660" Yale University Art Gallery. For info call: (203) 432-0611.
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MUSIC
NOV. 19-21: "Guys and Dolls". University Theatre. Yale University. 8:00
p.m. For information call (203) 432-1212.
NOV. 22: "Classical and Neo-Classical," a concert performed by the Chamber Players at Trinity. 3:00 p.m. in Hamlin Hall. For information call 5278062. See adjoining article.
NOV. 20-21: "A German Requiem". A joint concert to be performed by Trinity College Concert Choir and Connecticut College Choir in the Trinity
Chapel at 8:15 p.m. For information call 527-3151.
DEC. 6: "A Christmas Carol". Broadway at the Bushnell special holiday
presentation. For information call The Bushnell Box Office at (203) 2466807.
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Graduate SchooS of
Architecture, Planning,
and Preservation

SPRING BREAK

The Shape of
Two Cities:
New York/Paris

MOGULS

MARCH 19-26 or
MARCH 26-APRIL 2
SUNSET CR6ST

BARBADOS
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TRIP INCLUDES:
Special Undergraduate Program A
junior year introduction to architecture, urban planning, and historic
preservation for students who have
completed their sophomore year at
an accredited college or university.
Students spend the fall semester in
New York at the Graduate School of
Architecture, Planning, and Preservation and the spring semester in
Paris at Columbia's studio and classroom facility in the historic Marais
district.
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Dean of Admissions
Graduate School of Architecture,
Planning, and Preservation
400 Avery Hall
Columbia University
New York, New York 10027
(212)280-3510
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$499 JFK
$539 Boston

Application forms and additional
information may be obtained from:

OEAN PUUVER
STUDENT ACTIVITIES
OFFICE
BXT. 3 9 0 or 4 1 6

THE SUMMIT HILL CAFE
So many reasons to visit the Summit

^

— Great prices Every night, starting
$2.50/pitcher
— Kitchen open 'til 1 hour before closing
— Friday and Saturday nights — Trinity's
Andy Kate as D.J. (Bring your own music!)
— Wednesday is Trinity Shownite!!

I'M SORRY,
MR. FUHT... Y0U'R£
JUST FAR WO

FOR ilt
HERB ON We COMIX

The NEW Summit Hill Cafe
on Zion St., only a block from Vemon St.
"No problem with proper I.D."
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THROW US
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Wei4r, THORN HUMP
PIP PR0MISB -"600P
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DONIZETTI'S PIZZA
IT'S FAST AND
IT'S FRESH!
1502 BROAD ST.
CALL
TODAY

246-7209
V i

OPEN 7 DAYS
A WEEK
4:00-2:00

Special Supplement
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The Persian Gulf Conflict
The Iran-Iraq War: In Dubious Battle
by H. McKim Steele
Professor of History
The Iran-Iraq War which began
on September 22, 1980 when Iraq
attacked Iran has now entered its
eighth year. For a long time the
war was little reported in the
Western press in part because of
the strict censorship imposed by
the two belligerents. Recently the
increasing scope of military activities in the Persian Gulf, which led
the U.S. government to expand its
military presence in those waters,
has focused the attention of the
American public on the Iran-Iraq
conflict as never before.
How did this war come about?
What has been its character? And
why have the two combatant nations been unable to liquidate an
agonizing conflict that has cost
them so much in lives and treasure?
The origins of the war are complex and go back to the beginnings
of the 16th century when a Shiite
Iran first collided with the primary
Sunnite Islamic power of the area,
the Ottoman Turkish Empire.
From the 16th to the 19th century
the two powers repeatedly warred
for control of Iraq, the strategic
region at the head of the Persian
Gulf. In general the Ottomans held
the disputed area despite the presence of a large Shiite population
which looked to Iran. The latter
country repeatedly returned to the
attack, whenever it was strong
enough, not least because Iraq was
considered by the Shiites a Holy
Land called "The Threshold". A
number of the cities of Iraq contain tombs of the imams, the "holy
guides" of Shiism, of which the
most important is the tomb of the
Martyr Hussein at Kerbala.
One of the many legacies of this
long political-religious conflict was
an ill-defined frontier between Iran
and Iraq which helped give rise to
repeated border incidents. Two
areas are of particular sensitivity
within the border zone: 1) the Shatt
al-Arab, the estuary formed by the
confluence of the Tigris and Euphrates, which is the port city of
Basra's (and Iraq's) only outlet to
the Gulf, and 2) the passes traversing the borderland Zagras mountain chain from the low-lying plain
of Iraq to the Iranian plateau.
In the 20th century, not even a
British mandate over Iraq (192032) led to a permanent boundary
settlement. Finally in 1975, the
two neighboring countries signed
the Treaty of Algiers that supposedly put the dispute to rest. In fact
the circumstances surrounding the
negotiation of the treaty simply
added fuel to the fire at Algiers,
Iraq had to give way on almost all
points to the representatives of Iran's Shah Muhammed Reza. The
Shah, then at the height of his
power, was rapidly increasing his
country's already considerable armaments. He was certain of U.S.
support and was determined to
play the role in which U.S. policy
makers had caste him - that of regional policeman. Thus the Treaty
of ALgiers was an Iranian diktat,
a fact bitterly resented by the then
foreign minister, and future president, of Iraq, Saddam Hussein.
Hussein thought he saw his
chance when the Iranian revolution of 1979 toppled the Shah. Although the border issue alone
might not have tempted him into
war, he apparently saw the Iranian revolution as both his opportunity and his necessity. The new
Islamic Republic was diplomatically isolated, the course of the
revolution having alienated Iran,
from its U.S. sponsor. The new re-

gime appeared weak and ripe for
defeat, surrounded as it was by
enemies at home and abroad. At
the same time Saddam Hussein's
secular and Sunni based regime
over predominantly Shiite Iraq
would be threatened if the new Islamic regime in Iran was given
enough opportunity to strengthen
itself. All these considerations
seemed to have inclined Iraq's
president to go to war.
Yet the Iraqi government's opportunity to defeat Iran proved illusory, and Saddam Hussein's
miscalculated decision for war actually hastened the situation it was
designed to avoid. In the first few
months, Iraqi armies enjoyed a
modest success and occupied a few
square miles in the disputed border zone, bu gradually Iran gained
the advantage. The revolutionary
government, instead of falling
apart as the Iraqis had calculated,
proved more than adequate to the
task of mobilizing Iran for war. Although hard pressed to get replacement parts for the U.S. war
equipment it had taken over from
the Shah, the Islamic government
proved adroit enough to get at
least a trickle of arms from the
People's Republic of China, Israel,
and at times, it would appear, directly from the U.S. Alongside this
modest success could be set more
substantial advantages, most notably three: 1) with the war, internal oppostion to the Islamic
Republic faded away;2) the opening months of the war decimated
the Iranian officer corps, the most
pro-Shah segment in Iran, so that
officers of dubious loyalty were
perforce replaced by new officers
who were stronglyy pro-Republican, and 3) the civilian-based Islamic Guards recruited during the
revolution to defend the regime at
home were readily brigaded with
regular Iranian army units, in a
practice reminiscent of Revolutionary France of 1793, to rapidly
double the already large Iranian
army to a field force of more than
a million.
Iraq, with less than half the population of Iran, could only counter
with its one continuing advantage,
its greater resources in technology
and equipment. An ominous development from Saddam Hussein's
point of view was the uncertain
morale of the Iraqi toops, for the
rank and file, many of them Shiite,
seemed to have little faith in the
Sunni officers. As a result Iraq was
forced on the defensive, holding
the its positions against the human-wave tactics of the Iranians
by the massive use of artillery and
rockets. In the air, Hussein sent
his planes and missiles against Iranian cities, oil refineries and naval
targets. In desperation, Iraq even
resorted to the use of poison gas.
By these methods the Iraqis
blunted and slowed, but did not
stop, the gradual advance of the
Iranians. What prevented Iran
from achieving a knockout blow
was a shortage of war material and
the fact that even modest advances could only be achieved at
the cost of many thousands of lives,
a price that even a supposedly fanatical Muslim regime was hesitant to pay.
Under these circumstances the
war became one of attrition. Neither Iraq nor Iran was able to keep
up continuous pressure. They were
like exhausted prize fighters who
were only able to fight in short
bursts. Yet unlike many ThirdWorld countries, both sides were
able to keep fighting because of

the oil wealth. To finance the long
struggle both Iraq and Iran resorted to selling oil on the spot
market, a practice which helped
undermine the international price
oil imposed by OPEC to which both
nations belonged.
Why has a settlement been so
long in coming despite the stalemated character of the conflict? In
part, because each regime is fighting for its very existence, and thus
it had been exceedingly difficult to
find terms that acceptable to both
sides. But a good part of the answer appears to be found in the
general diplomatic situation - there
has been very little outside pressure for a settlement until recently. The great powers have long
stood aside, preferring a continuing stalemate to a clearcut victory
by either side. Iraq was originally
a Soviet client, but the Soviets
have reduced their support for that

country (leaving France the main
Iraqi arms supplier) and made advances to Iran. Yet it must seem
risky to the Soviets to wholeheartedly embrace the cause of Iran. A
complete victory for the Islamic
Republic, under current circumstances, could only damage Soviet
interests. The United States, while
estranged from Iran, has been hes :
itant to embrace Iraq, a hardline
anti-Israel regime, whose aims are
scarcely coincident with those of
the U.S. in the Middle East.

see that they may have more to
fear from the victory of an Islamic
non-Arab Iran than from the survival of the distastefully radical regime in Iraq. Thus their tilt toward
Iraq came slowly. In recent years,
as Iraq's desperation has grown
more open. In turn the hostility of
Iran toward Kuwait and Saudi
Arabia has grown sharper. A point
has been reached where the oil-rich
Arab monarchies seem on a collision course with the Islamic Republic. This development in turn
has drawn closer attention from
the United States.

Saddam Hussein has desperately
been looking for allies, but his efforts to secure the support of
"brotherly Arab" countries in the
Middle East has had only modest
success. Conservative Arab neighbors of Iraq, like Kuwait and Saudi
Arabia, have had no love for radical Iraq. Only gradually have the
conservative Arab states come to

Thus the diplomatic situation
that allowed the war to go on, as
it were, in a vaccuum for seven
years is disappearing. It seems too
early to predict whether the
changed diplomatic circumstances
will lead to an end or an escalation
of this punishing conflict.
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Not Just The Superpowers
Stuck in the Middle; The Kuwaiti Role
by Peter A. Schwartzman
World Outlook Staff Writer
Kuwait is a country whose fate
is inextricably bound to its geography. It is sandwiched in between
Iraq and Saudi Arabia and within
short range of Iran, In fact, Iran
is only 80 miles away from the
point of the'Fao Peninsula. The
Kuwaiti's live by the principle of
doing whatever it takes to survive,
they don't form close relations
with other countries so that they
can walk the fine line of moderation in the Gulf. Kuwait boasts the
highest proportion of oil per square
mile and almost 85 billion in foreign assets. In order to protect
these interests Kuwait, resorted to
bringing in superpowers to protect
itself.
The Kuwaitis support Iraq in the
war since they share political and
religious similarities. Both countries are Arab, rather than Persian
like Iran. Their populations consist
of moderate Sunnis who fear Ir-

an's militant Shiites. As a moderate state, Kuwait is caught in the
middle of the war and its support
of Iraq means that it is open to
retaliation by Iran. It is this fear
of retaliation that motivated the
Kuwaitis to draw the U.S. into its
plans.
When the U.S. agreed this summer to reflag the tankers, Kuwait
received its superpower help. The
U.S. could also gain from the policy in its eyes for they would be
able to watch the Soviets and
maintain the principle of free navigation. Now, 6 months later, the
U.S. is still escorting tankers and
protecting them. Several recent
military clashes with Iran have
brought the policy into question
again. At this point, the U.S. is too
deeply involved to back out
quickly. The presence of our allies
finally means that we have a committment to them also.
The policy has succeeded in protecting shipping and in establishing relatively free navigation.
Recent clashes with Iran have

demonstrated that we will enforce
our safety and that of the tankers.
With the help of U.S. protection,
Kuwaiti exports are at their regular levels and other commercial
ships are reaching their ports-ofcall safely. However, there are
several troubling things about the
situation. The U.S. is footing the
bill and taking the risk. The risk
has been alleviated slightly by the
presence of the Soviets and of our
allies, but the U.S. taxpayers are
still paying for Kuwait.
Kuwait and the U,S. are now
continuing along on their journey
as the convoys slowly move along.
Tensions are much greater now,
both in the U.S. and in Kuwait as
a result of President Reagan's political problems and the fear of Iranian terrorism in Kuwait. The
proposed cease fire could be the
most important event in the future
along with the possibility of large
scale engagements involving the
U.S. and Iran. Only time will tell
if both the U.S. and Kuwait will be
in the Persian Gulf next year.
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Iran vs. Iraq; The Social Background
by Michael A. Marcus
Assistant Professor of Religion
The latest round of blow and
counterblow in the Persian Gulf —
this time involving the use of U.S.
armed forces — suggests that a
long period of tension and violence
in that region may soon reach a
critical point. On the surface, what
is at stake there seems clear
enough, for Iranian belligerency,
Western access to vital energy resources, and freedom of navigation for neutral vessels are all
outstanding concerns. But the Gulf
crisis raises other questions as
well, concerning the political future of the Middle East as a whole,
the conduct of U.S. foreign policy,
and the constraints which our system of government now imposes
upon the President's warmaking
powers. With over thirty U.S. warships now in the Gulf, we have set
out on a dangerous course. No one
— not in our government, among
our Middle East allies, or in the
academic world — is prepared at
this moment to predict what might
happen next.
Kightly recognizing the special
dangers of a nuclear age, Americans have grown increasingly reluctant to wage war. What scholars
now call "the Vietnam experience" also instilled in many an enduring, deeply skeptical attitude
toward the declared aims and asserted virtues of conflict. In 1983,
we were so desirous to avoid any
appearance of becoming militarily
involved in the Middle East ourselves, that the U.S. Marines who
were sent to Beirut were officially
dubbed "peacekeeping forces."
Few people in Lebanon actually
saw them as such. Following such
losses as we suffered in Beirut and,
more recently, in the Gulf itself (as
a result of last May's Iraqi attack
on the U.S.S. Stark), American
public opinion remains highly sensitive to the deployment of U.S.
armed forces overseas. For this
reason, after our raid last week on
Iranian oil platforms, the President, Secretary of Defense, and
Secretary of State all hastened to
announce that despite appearances to the contrary, our "appropriate and measured" strike
against Iran was not part of a war.
Instead, our actions were meant to
communicate a certain "message"
to Iran, in the expectation that this
message will be received and
understood as we intend it should
be. But as targets, we did not
choose the missile sites that constitute the true threat not only to
the Gulf oil trade, but also to the
towns and cities of Iraq — the
country with which Iran has been
at war for seven years.
NOt only because of this, but for
other reasons as well, it is possible
that signals which seem clear to us
may not mean what we think they
mean to Iran's leaders, their intended audience. Officially, we regard Iran's leaders as irrational
fanatics, but in this instance it is
hoped that they will be more cunning than crazy in response to this
evidence of our resolve to "stand
up" to their threats and humiliation. Even Colonel Quaddafi, after
all, seems to have "wised up" following our surgical attack upon Libya. It is presumed that these same
tactics will work against Iran, a
country whose hostility toward the
United States ("the Great Satan")
is matched, polls now reveal, by
the hostility of ordinary Americans toward it.
The Middle East leads the postWorld War II world in the incidence of wars, coup d'etats, and
other manifestations of political
violence, and the Gulf itself is a
region where many fear that local
crises could spark superpower con-

frontation. The Iran-Iraq war
drags on with no end in sight, despite UN efforts at mediation and
a growing international consensus
(not including the combatants, of
course) for seeing it end "without
victor or vanquished." The presence of U.S. naval forces in the
Gulf can only make this goal even
more elusive, and escalation of the
conflict appears inevitable. According to the latest reports, Pentagon strategists anticipate that
we will have to maintain a strong
armed presence in the Gulf for at
least two more years. But is this
really the best policy? How well do
we really understand what we are
getting into? Indeed, what policies
can be effectively pursued in a part
of the world that is undergoing
revolutionary changes of a kind
that we have hardly begun to comprehend?
As Americans, we live in a highly
organized and technologically advanced society. It often appears to
us that all problems have solutions. "God's will" rarely figures
in how most of us see ourselves
leading our day-to-day existences.
Armed with good faith and seemingly inexhaustible resources, we
tend to believe that almost anything is possible. But are Middle
Eastern conflicts really "manageable" by us (or, for that matter, by
any other outside power) in any
realistic sense? Our government
wants to take a hard line against
Iran because any strengthening of
that country is felt to encourage
the tide of "Islamic fundamentalism" that threatens nearly all of
the existing regimes in the Arab
world. We act in the belief that we
can stem revolutionary change
throughout the Middle East, but it
pay well be that our perceptions
of what it is possible to achieve
there have been distorted by ethnocentrism and wishful thinking.
In this post-colonial, twentieth
century world ruled by powerful
nation-states, we have grown accustomed to thinking of all the
world's peoples in national or ethnic terms. We consider that Iraq,
Egypt, or Kuwait are all "Arab"
in some essential way, just as Iran
is "Persian," and Israel is "Jewish." The meaningfulnesss of such
labels seems self-evident to us. But
mass-based social movements in
the Middle East have taken a postnationalist turn. In most countries,
the great promises of national independence — strongly and sincerely believed in only a few
decades ago — remain unfulfilled.
In response to persistent frustration at implementing Western ideals of progress or democracy,
many people throughout the region desire to reassert social ideals
drawn from their own indigenous
traditions. We who live in a society
that has formally and explicitly
separated church from state find
it difficult to understand, but in
the Middle East today, the prevailing political language expressing
these ideals is a religious one —
the language of Islam — and we
don't understand Islam very well.
The gap in our understanding of
Middle Eastern peoples and cultures generally can be illustrated
by what occurred within official
American circles in early 1979, in
the wake of Iran's revolution. At
that time, otherwise knowledgeable observers from government
and the scholarly community alike
found themselves unable to explain why Iran's political and economic development had failed to
proceed according to Western
plans and models. The very concept of progress underlying the aid
that we contributed to Iran led us

to erroneously assume that all Iranians wanted to live as we do. In
fact, most Iranians did not want
the vision of the future that the
Shah, with our backing, was promising them. What then, did they
want? What exactly were they
striving for?
There is no single or easy answer to this question, but one major response came in the form of
Islam, something which we conventionally identify as a "religion," but which, unlike our own
habits of thought, makes no distinction between the realms of
"religion" and "politics." Islam in
many respects defies our conventional categories of understanding, and we find it difficult to
accomodate the social changes that
it inspires within our own views of
the way we believe the world
should be. In the geopolitical
arena, we feel far more comfortable with loyalties that are defined
nationally or ethnically than We do
with those that are defined religiously. After all, the historical evolution of Western society and
culture has been toward increasing secularization and "modernization," with religion increasingly
becoming a more private and less
public affair. This leaves us unpre-

pared to understand the enduring
meaningfulness of religion elsewhere, and makes it difficult for
us to (leal with powerful social
movements that arise based on
ideologies which, like radical Islam, transcend national borders..
The past decade has been a fateful one throughout the Middle
East. It appears virtually certain
that we will be facing some hard
questions and difficult choices
within the next few years. So long
as Iran and Iraq were locked in a
World War I-style war _ of the
trenches, slowly exhausting one
another in preparation for the
ever-anticipated "battle of destiny," outsiders thought it possible
to simply wait it out on the sidelines. But the war of the trenches
has evolved, first into a "war of
the cities," and more lately into a
"war of the tankers." Nobody but
the Iranians looks forward to an
Iranian victory, and even Israel —
no friend of Iraq's to be sure, is
reported to have lately reexamined the policy assumptions which
motivated it to clandestinely support Iran for many years. On other
fronts, U.S.-baeked peace efforts
between Israel and its Arab neighbors remain deadlocked, the Soviet Union is engaged in a

unwinnable war with Afghani
Muslim rebels, Lebanon has collapsed and been dismembered,
Sadat was assassinated, hostages
have been taken, countless numbers of innocent people have been
victimized by terror, and shadowy
operatives have been discovered
secretly subverting our nation's
foreign policy process. What is
next?
Like others, I am unprepared to
predict the course of events. But
in seeking new approaches in dealing with Middle East conflicts,
Americans must be mindful of the
lessons taught by recent historical
experience. Wo should recall that
apart from the human tragedy of
our long and futile military involvemnt in Houthest Asia, our failure to understand Vietnam "in its
own terms" deeply divided American society, weakened the United
.States internationally, and led
many Americans to lose confidence in their government. We
know how high the cost can be of
getting heavily and inextricably involved in battles that we cannot
win. Without doubt, greater efforts to understand what is actually going on in the Middle East
will help us avoid falling into such
a deadly trap.

American Defensive Strategy
by Gregory Poitras
World Outlook Staff Writer
Flexible response is presently
the official military strategy of the
United States. The term is selfexplanatory. Flexible response is
the ability of American forces to
respond appropriately to any level
of potential attack and to deter escalation of such a conflict to higher
levels. The alternatives of America's military options range from
isolated or theater conventional
military forces, and tactical and
battlefield nuclear* arsenals, to intercontinental nuclear forces.
Flexible response hinges on the
premise that American armed
forces are prepared to effectively
satisfy an increasing retaliation
capability at any level of conflict.
Such a system hinges on the assumption that the uniform
strength of this defense deters the
enemy from provoking a more
costly escalation. In the nuclear
age, direct escalation from conventional to nuclear warfare can result in mutual destruction of both
parties involved, not to mention
the casualties inflicted on neutral
countries as a result of fallout and
other frightening effects of these
weapons. It is the goal of flexible
response to calibrate the defensive
military deterrents at levels less
vertical than immediate nuclear
response and which heighten the
risks the enemy must consider
when contemplating escalation.
The crisis in the Persian Gulf and
the intermediate-range nuclear
forces treaty (INF) challenge the
ability of America's flexible response. These situations pose two
questions: Does the United States
possess the means to respond to
foreign crises flexibly, and, is the
system of American military strategy itself flexible?
The first question concerns itself
with the means of flexibility. To
answer it, one must determine
whether the United States possesses a credible deterrent force at
all levels of potential conflict. The
major argument for those who are
in favor of eliminating the Soviet
and NATO INF in Europe is the
need for NATO, largely through
an American effort, to respond to
the overwhelming Soviet conventional arms superiority by improving its own conventional deterrent.

In these years of mounting pressure for defense spending cuts, it
does not seem feasible for America
to defend Europe with a larger,
more costly army. What has; and
always should keep the Soviets
from invading Western Europe, is
the NATO defensive strategy that
vows to use nuclear weapons if
necessary in response to any
armed Soviet push into W, Europe. NATO possesses a variety of
conventional and nuclear weapons
capable of providing an adequate
defense against such an attack.
There is also the extended deterrence known as "coupling." Coupling means that the United States

will respond to any attack on Europe by the; Soviet Union as an attack on the United States. As
promised by President Kennedy
during the Cuban missile crisis, our
defesive strategy includes the use
(if our ICBM's against the Soviet
Union in the event of Soviet
aggression into Europe. Though
the credibility that the president
will be willing to exchange ICBM's
with the Soviets over a conventional attack into West Germany
is questionable and frightening,
coupling remains a large part of
America's deterrent threat and the
harshest example of the means of
flexible response.
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The Economics of the Gulf
by David Molner
Tripod Financial Writer
Hostile activities in the Persian
Gulf have further eviscerated the
one time all-powerful members of
the OPEC oil cartel. The heavy
stick which the Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries
(OPEC) once wielded over the entire globe has snapped again under
the pressure of irresolvable Middle
Eastern conflicts, many stemming
from the Iran-Iraq war.
The oil glut of the seventies,
through which OPEC feverishly
tottered, was answered by increasing demand in the late seventies
and early eighties due to rising inflation and soaring energy costs.
Nineteen eighty-six, however,
crushed the wheels right off the
OPEC machine, as the thirteen
member cartel saw the price of
crude oil plunge to $10 a barrel
and individual nations skittishly
skampered to find a stake in the
market. Sustaining estimated
losses of $109 billion in recent
years due to such cheating and undercutting, the OPEC countries
have sworn never to return to the
nightmare of '86. Armed with paranoid anxiety and faced with irreconcilable differences, intra-OPEC
tensions have risen exponentially
with the escalation of war activities in the Persian Gulf.
And though the six Persian Gulf
members of OPEC cite their huge
reserves as evidence of stability,
bickering continues. "The ultimate
survivor in a wayward oil market
would surely be Saudi Arabia," declared Hisham M. Nazer, the Saudi
Arabian oil minister. Nazer spoke
one week ago in Chicago, where
he vowed to keep oil prices at $18
a barrel for the next year. Mr. Nazer's comments came in anticipation of the upcoming summit of
OPEC in Vienna, next month.
Topping the agenda in Vienna will
be price and production limits for
the 13 OPEC countries.
Nazer's arrogance about his own
country's wealth, however, could
not escape his own admission that
"Kuwait and Saudi Arabia are preeminent, on account of their very
large base of remaining proved reserves relative to production volumes in recent years."
Nazer's words didn't impress
many, though. Despite the plethora of Persian Gulf Oil, many see
political conflicts interfering with
sales. At the heart of this analysis
is the impact of the Iran-Iraq war.
Current proposals for Vienna include an increase in the official
production ceiling from 16.6 million barrels a day to 17.5 million
(such is the estimated demand for
the coming year). Any such increase, however, rests upon agreement by the Iraqis to abide by a
quota of 2.4 million barrels per day,
a ceiling tantamount to that of
Iran. Furthermore, the Iranians,
in turn, would also have to be willing to accept these restrictions.
The puerile Iraqis, who refuse to
acknowledge their present limit of
1-5 million barrels a day, continually squawk for an allocation
equal to that of Iran, its warring
foe. The Iranians, as one might
guess, see no reason for a boost in
Iraq's production ceiling for clearly
obvious reasons.(Iran hates Iraq)
Such and so much is the nature of
the disagreement which holds
OPEC back from its erstwhile
prosperity. As Vienna approaches
however, across the board agreements seem unlikely, if not silly.
In fact, the world oil market has
been laughing at the OPEC countries,(see graph) especially the six
Persian Gulf members, as they fail
to harmonize their attitudes in the
wake of a volatile Persian Gulf
war.
Prices of U.S. crude oil futures,

in response to this situation, rose
last week for the first itme in 10
sessions on the New York Mercantile Exchange, posting a 31 cent
gain to $18.94 a barrel for December delivery. Nary an analyst,
however, views this as a rally.
"More than a reaction to news...it
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was just a good time to take profits," said an analyst at Sabin Commodities, New York. Other
analysts confer that profit-taking,
after nine down-sessions, elicited
the upward swing, rather than a
positive general outlook on the
world oil market. Most, in fact,
agree that the already overstocked

market is likely to send crude oil
prices falling.
Conversely, U.S. heating oil
prices were buoyed by a promising
industry stockpile report. Heating
oil contracts for December surged
to end at 57.03 cents a gallon. The
move surprised many since crude
oil usually leads heating oil. One
explanation for the inversion is
that the comments made by oil
minister Nazer in his first ever
public-policy speech in the U.S.
failed to demonstrate any signs of
hope for OPEC. Many called Nazer nothing more than a "royal
mouthpiece," as he reiterated the
$18 a barrel benchmark price and
the Saudi insistence not to break
its financial spine to stabilize
prices. Others call attention to the
feet that the Saudis don't want to
show their hand before next
month's summit.
Prices of oil seem doomed to sink
lower unless the 13 OPEC countries can agree on the basic issues
and uniformly abandon cheating.
And though eight of the 13 members okayed preliminary measures
to monitor member's output, any
real solution seems far from happening. The obvious truth is that
the global oil kingpins are as war
torn as the Persian Gulf is.

War Powers; the Congressional Role
by Bill Sullivan
Tripod Staff Writer
As the U.S. escorts of re-flagged
Kuwaiti tankers continue in the
Persian Gulf, it seems that everyone on Capitol Hill is more concerned with avoiding a mistake
than developing some sort of policy consensus. While President Reagan waits with his fingers crossed
hoping nothing goes wrong, Congress is wringing its "hands, not
really wanting to do anything.
There are a lot of long memories
in Washington, campaign promises notwithstanding. One need
only look back to 1983 and the
bombing of the Marine Corps barracks in Beirut to find a major foreign policy debacle.
Reagan's strategy in the Gulf has
been more cautious than we've
come to expect from him. Many
were surprised with his "proportional response" to Iran's attack
on one of the reflagged tankers.
Something more dramatic - an air
strike, maybe - would have made
it easier on Congress. They could
have been pacified with weeks of
second-guessing. As things stand,
our fearless legislators have been
busy trying to reassert their authority while continuing to protect
their backsides.
Congress would like to regain at
least some symbolic influence by
invoking the War Powers Act, but
fears the consequences should anything go wrong. They are in a political bind. Should they invoke the
War Powers Act, they would most
likely endorse the policy of the
president they left for dead months
ago, a policy they have no control
over anyway. Failing to invoke the
Act would kill what little credibility it still has, ensuring the continued dominance of the executive
branch.
The bill was introduced by
Sen.Jacob Javits (R-NY), and it
passed over President Nixon's veto
in 1973. It essentially established
rules for introducing the armed
forces into any ongoing conflicts
or "imminent hostilities," rules
clearly meaning to establish legislative supremacy. It orders the
president to consult with leaders
of Congress "in every possible instance" before committing any
forces, and it gives Congress the
power to extend or shorten the

commitment through subsequent
legislation.
President Reagan and others
have challenged the War Powers
Act extensively on constitutional
grounds. Throughout his term, Reagan has refused to comply with
it, believing it to be an unjust usurpation of presidential authority.
The main criticism is that it delegates very specific warmaking
powers, powers found only in the
most general terms in the Constitution.
An awful lot of people were feeling heat from the war in Vietnam,
so it may have seemed sensible to
detail specific war powers. But this
conflicts strongly with those who

believe the Constitution is an "invitation to struggle" for the privilege of controlling American
foreign policy. In The Federalist,
James Madison pointed out some
of the advantages of presidential
direction of policy: the unity of the
office, the capacity for secrecy,
possession of the most information, and the fact the president is
always on hand, unlike Congress,
which is not in session for much of
the year.
The War Powers Act could also
allow other countries, allies and
enemies alike, to question a president's true power. If his legal ability to make quick decisions is

hampered, the stature of the office
may be diminished, leading to a
plain lack of central authority.
The imperial presidency may
represent a true threat, but the
War Powers Resolution was a
shortsighted attempt to rebalance
the powers of government. It addressed the symptoms, not the disease of unchecked power.
Eventually, perhaps, Congress and
the President will get together to
determine what they think is most
important to the democratic process, and the quibbling will end.
Don't count on it, though - there
will probably always be another
Persian Gulf.
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Is U.S. Policy Flawed?
by Mark Sommaruga
Tripod Staff Writer
When a government is engaged
in the creation and implementation of foreign policy, several requirements should be met by the
specific policy. First of all, the policy should be based on preset and
well though out goals. Second, the
policy should be effective in attaining and advancing these goals. Finally, the policy and goals should
obviously be in the best interests
of the nation. Without meeting this
criteria, any policy would become
self-defeating for the nation that
.would implement it.
The current United States policy
towards the Persian Gulf must be
placed in the context of this criteria. First, what goals does the U.S.
have that motivate this policy of
reflagging Kuwaiti vessels? An
often claimed goal is the preservation of freedom of the sea. A
more recently annunciated reason
for this policy is the necessity of
containing Iran and the spread of
its version of Islamic fundamentalism and revolution.
As for the goal of containment
of Iran, there is a definate lack of
consistency and foresight in the
development of policy. After all,
less than a year ago, the very same
Reagan Administration was engaged in the sale of military hardware and weapons to Iran itself.
Furthermore, the de facto decision
to side with Iraq in its war with
Iran, which is implicit in this policy, was made following Iraq's
bombing of an American vessel
(U.S.S. Stark). Common sense
seems to be lacking in this policy
development. As for the concern
over the freedom of the seas, there
are questions over whether the
policy advances this goal and
whether the reflagging has been
effective in its operation. Before
the addition of the U.S. reflagging
operation, there was a general safe
passage for vessels using the Persian Gulf. There were some isolated attacks on neutral vessels, a
majority which were committed by
Iraq, but the overall flow of oil was
continuing. Insurance rates on
vessels using the Gulf were remaining steady, as were oil prices
in general.
Presto! Then came the U.S. reflagging operation for the benefit
of Kuwaiti vessels. First of all, this
policy does not help guarantee
freedom of the seas for all, but just
for the vessels of one nation, Ku-

wait, which happens to be actively
supporting Iraq in its war with
Iraq. Secondly, our decision to reflag did not come from adherence
to a consistent, long-standing policy but rather from a knee-jerk reaction by the U.S. to an offer by
the Soviet Union to help Kuwait in
guaranteeing its vessels safe passage in the Gulf. Instead of having
a policy that acts according to its
precepts, the Reagan administration believes in symbols that react
to the policies of others. The Soviet Union, by eventually steering
clear of the Gulf fiasco, has gained
the most by doing nothing.
What have been the results of
the U.S. reflagging operation?
There has been an increase in tension in the Persian Gulf. Our highprofile presence has served as a
convenient target for Iranian attacks. Iran has started to vigorously mine not only the Persian
Gulf, but also has placed some
mines in the previously calm
waters of the Gulf of Oman. A policy that was intended by the Reagan Administration to guarantee
the safe passage of vessels in the
Gulf has instead increased the peril
for ships traveling in these shipping lanes. Oil prices have gone
up. Insurance rates for ships passing through the Gulf have increased significently. Can these
happenings possibly be interpreted as tangible policy successes?
Opposition to this reflagging policy is not to be misinterpreted as
support for isolationism or a desire
for the removal of any American
presence in the Gulf. The United
States has significent strategic interests in the Gulf and should accept its obligation as a superpower
to maintain an intelligent presence
in this region. However, the present loud-mouth, high-profile has
been serving effectively only in
terms of raising antagonisms and
tensions in an already chaotic area.
Paraphrasing Theodore Roosevelt,
it is better to speak softly and
carry a big stick than to yell and
carry a flyswatter. Furthermore,
it has been stated that the present
U.S. operation must be continued
in order to save face for our nation. Does courage and stubborness in maintaining a flawed policy
somehow make the policy less
flawed? Our nation needs coherent, intelligent, and effective policy, not macho and shrill symbols
that exacerbate difficult situations
and reduce the power and prestige
of our nation.

The Necessity of the U.S. Presence
by Matthew G. Miller
World Outlook Editor
The situation in the Persian Gulf,
and the Middle East in general,
has been a chaotic and intriguing
one for many years. The recently
increased United States presence,
however, has brought the issues
closer to home than in previous
times. The mining of the Gulf, the
never ending war between Iran
and Iraq, U.N, resolution after
U.N. resolution, and the presence
of foreign warships have produced
a situation potentially more volatile than any other in the world.
U.S. policy thus far has been
slightly confused, but seems to
have become more focused. Our
Navy seems to have a srictly defined purpose in the area. We are
to defend American interests, no
matter who threatens them, and in
what manner they are threatened.
The painful lesson of the U.S.S.
Stark has taught us to be ready to

protect ourselves and our personnel, no matter what the situation.
Iran, over the last few months has
tried to either; A) produce a wildly
overstated response! to their
threats by the U.S. in order to gain
an excuse: to swing world opinion,
or B) to take advantage of perceived American indecisivonosH.
The world, though, has been encouraged by U.S. responses. The
American stance seems to be retaliation enough to stop belligerent actions; not too much or too
little.
There are those who question the
necessity for the U.S. to be in the
Gulf in the first place. Aren't we
just jeopardizing American lives to
protect tankers that aren't even
ours? What right do we have interfering there anyway.There are
rather obvious answers to these
ponderous questions. Our ships are
in the Gulf, along with those of our
allies, to protect free shipping in
possibly the most important body
of water in the world. None of the
countries with a military presence,
beyond Iran and Iraq'of course,
want to get involved in an armed
conflict. These countries would like
nothing more than to have this
conflict ended, and commerce back
to normal. It costs a lot of money
for a naval presence to be maintained far from home ports, yet as
long as the threat remains it is vital for the U.S. to maintain its
presence. And, yes, a lot of that
need stems from the Soviet presence in the region.
For years the Soviet Union has
coveted an outlet to the Gulf, and
then to the Indian Ocean. They
have been helping both Iran and
Iraq during the war, as well as protecting their own shipping. The
U.S. does not have to confront the
Soviets, they just have to keep a
watchful eye on them, so as they
can not build up any unnecessary
atvantages. The reflagging of the
tankers is a small step towards
protecting shipping, allowing many
other ships join the convoys providing a safe passage through the
Iranian-mined waters of the Gulf.
Also, it seems as if people have
forgotten the attacks on the ships
themselves. Many innocent sailors
have been killed or wounded during these unprovoked attacks, and
there was a serious danger of a

disruption of the oil supply emerging from the Gulf. This was and is
a situation that is intolerable for
any power dependent on foreign
oil, including the U.S. and Japan.
The current policy of the U.S. is
a far ery from the misguided policy
of a few months and years ago. No
longer are our soldiers sitting
ducks, they provide a strong presence:, one that is not to be fooled
with. They provide a measure of
safety and deterranee that was not
present before. And combined with
the English, French, and yes, Soviet presence, they provide a
measure of stability to the region,
one that is being torn by a religious war that is dragging on without any end in sight.
The Soviets are in a similar, but
not identical situation. They cannot be overly belligerent towards
either of the eombatcnts, mainly
because they are trying to straddle
the fence between the two sides.
While not facing any semblence of
internal dissension, world opinion
can be quite influential, and the
Soviets cannot afford to make a
major blunder, one that would
jeopardize the good public relations they have been receiving because of their new policy of
Glasnoat. They have also had their
version of the U.S.S. Stark, only
their lesson is continuing to this
day. Afghanistan has not been the
height of Soviet foreign policy brilliance, and the leadership of the
U.S.S.It, is not willing to overcommit any of their forces without an
assurance of success, and an easy
one at that.
There are no easy answers. The
unpredictability of Iran, coupled
with the unique situation of Middle
Eastern oil providing much of t»e
world's power supply, has really
locked the superpowers into unenviable situations. The United
States has to keep a presence m
the Gulf to counteract any Soviet
influence, beyond the main purpose of providing for the free passage of American (flagged or reflagged) shipping. Yet, they face
the problem of a very partisan
Congress which is screaming » r
the implementation of the War
Powers Resolution and trying to
usurp the power of a very
duck
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Announcements
For Your Information:
December 1st is the deadline for
renewing Fall Term only Residential Contracts and for withdrawing
from Spring Term Contracts without certain penalties. Be certain to
contact the Office of Residential
Services as soon as possible if you
need to renew or withdraw from
your Residential Contract.
Theater Newington will be presenting the play "Wait Until
Dark" by Fredrick Knotts. The
dates of the production are: November 13, 14, 20 and 21 at 8:00
p.m. in the Newington Town Hall
Auditorium, 131 Cedar Street,
Newington. Bring your student
ID. and receive $2 off the regular
$5 ticket price.
The Fall Conference of the Society Organized Against Racism
(SOAR) will be held on November
20 and 21 at Rhode Island College.
SOAR is a network of close to
twenty colleges and universities in
New England. Each semester, students, faculty, and administrators
from these colleges meet to
strengthen their vision and strategies for combatting racism.
This fall we can take about ten
students with us to the conference.
We will leave Hartford around
12:30 on Friday, and return on
Saturday around suppertime. You
will stay in the dormitories at
Rhode Island College, just as last
year's attendees stayed here with
Trinity students.
Please come to the Dean of Students Office to put your name on
the list of those interested in attending!
HOUSESITTERS
AVAILABLE January-March while new
home under construction.
Responsible professional couple
with excellent references. Prefer
Farmington Valley area. Will also
consider sub-let or short term
lease. #693-2844 Evenings
Honda Accord Lx Hatchback
1980. Excellent running condition.
5sp, Air, new tires, Blaupunkt
stereo. $1500. #693-2844.
Wanted: Enthusiastic individual
yearning to manage the Men's
Varsity Squash Team. All those interested should submit their name,
telephone number and box number
to Bruce Hauptfuhuer, Box 1733,
by Nov. 25.

The International Leadership
Center is seeking applicants for the
second session of its summer-long
development program. Titled
"Leadership America," this is national program for college students who will have completed
their junior year of their undergraduate studies by June 10,1988.
Fifty outstanding men and women
from campuses across the country
will be selected to spend 10 weeks
strengthening their leadership
skills. The objective of the program is to prepare these students
to accept major leadership responsibilities earlier in their careers and
to handle them more effectively.
This non-partisann program takes
place between June 10, 1988 and
August 18, 1988.
Leadership America includes one
week in North Carolina, one week
in the Rocky Mountains and three
weeks in Dallas, Texas. It also includes a four-week internship in
business, government, or community service followed by a closing
session in Washington, D.C.
Students incur few expenses in
Leadership America since most
costs are underwritten by corporate sponsers. In addition, participants receive a $2500 scholarship.

CAREER
COUNSELING
NEWS
UPCOMING
EVENTS!
TODAYS November 17th, Seniors can learn how the On-Campus Recruiting Program works in a special workshop at 7:00 p.m. in McCook
Auditorium.
There will be a Resume Workshop held in the Alumni Lounge, tomorrow,
November 18th from 6:00 - 7:00 p.m. This workshop is important to everyone who would like to make the most of their experience in a resume.
An Interview Workshop will be held on Monday, November 23rd in the
Alumni Lounge at 7:00 p.m. This one-hour workshop will help you learn
what to expect at that all important interview. All students welcome.

For additional information about
Leadership America, contact Anne
Lundberg Utz in the Internship
Office, extension 419. Applications
to this program must be completed
no later than January 20, 1988.

Personals:
B
Thanks for making my Halloween so memorable. You know what
I mean. -W
Sarah, Tina, Sue and Rita
You guys are great! Thanks for
being there lately — I'm SO glad
that we've all become friends!
When are the 48 Hours Club tryouts? -me
Jarvis #138
Someone is thinking of you, and
they would like to get to know you
better.
John
You are going to do K or we will
print your last name next week.
We're not kidding. -THE BOYS

Professors Samuel Kassow and Carol Any will be
leading Trinity's annual trip
to the Soviet Union between
March 16 and March 31,
1988. The trip will cost approximately $1,800 per person and visit Moscow, Leningrad, Yerevan, and Vilnius. The cost, which includes everything, may be
subject to further changes
due to the instability of the
dollar. It is extremely important that anyone interested
in going drop Professor Kassow a note in Box 1301 by
Dec. 1, 1987.

SGA NEWS BLOC
ISSUES OF NEW CONCERN INCLUDE:
CAREER COUNSELING — Seeing that it is necessary to book
an appointment months in advance, are additions to the staff
needed??
SECURITY — Should more guards be employed to maintain
better security on campus?? If so, when will they be hired??
AIDS AWARENESS WEEK (NOV. 16-20) Should Trinity's student body be screened for the disease?? What about the faculty
and staff?? Marriot food service employees??
Debate mediated by President English on THURSDAY, NOV. 19
IN McCOOK AUDITORIUM, at 7:30 PM. will address this question.
For more information, Tonight's meeting will take place in
HAMLIN HALL, at 8:30.
MEETINGS ARE OPEN TO ALL

CINESTUD1O
Wed. - Sat: No Way Out
Blade Runner

7:30
9:40

Sun. - Tues: Snow White
Betty Blue

7:30
9:15

NEED MONEY FAST?
Martinez & Riner Associates, Inc.
at 1500 Broad Street
(across from the Athletic Center)
offers Western Union money transfers
for quick cash from Mom and Dad. In
addition, Martinez & Riner services
include:
— Full Travel Services
—Notary Public
—U.P.S. Package Delivery
—Motor Vehicle Papers
Martinez & Riner is open late many
nights, so call or drop by next time
you're in a bind for so^me fast $$$.

MARTINEZ AND RINER ASSOC.
246-5OO1
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THIS NOTE IS LEGAL TENDER
FOR ALL DEBTS, PUBLIC AND PRIVATE

J294Q3511A
\VASIUN<JT<)\.1).(;.

J 29403511 A

Buyaprinterwithyoiir
z i z j l A Macintostfpersonal computer
1 ? w a a a , and an Apple
ImageWriter™ n
printer will save
you hours of time. Not to mention gallons of correction fluid and reams and reams of paper.
Andjifyoubuybothnow^thefirstreamof
paper you'll save will have a lovely green glow.
You'llsaveabundleofcashwhenyou purchase anlmagewriterllprinter alongwithyour
choice of a Macintosh Plus or a Macintosh SE.
Eitherwaypj'llbe able to turn out beautifully
written and beautifully printed papers.
Andwell even try to help you pay for your
purchase with a variety of financing options.
Wefeel compelled to tell you,thou^i,that
a deal like this can't last forever! Sails a good
idea to see your campus microcomputer center
today. And join the conservation movement.
The power to be your best™

Madntoshand
conservepaper
ACADEMIC COMPUTER

CENTER, ROOM 107
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Sports
Sports Writers
Needed
For Winter Sports
If Interested
Contact Box 1183

Trinity Hockey Preview
continued from page 11
The spot for the sixth defenseman is still open and will be filled
by either senior Bob Farnham, a
player who took last year off from
hockey, or sophomore Eric Laakso,
who scored three assists in the only
game he played last season. Defensive Coach Paul Davidson is working hard with both players.
And then there is goaltending.
Trinity's goaltending is definitely
a case of "rich man's worries." All
four goaltenders in camp are good
enough to play. It is only a matter
of choosing which will get the
starting nod. Senior David Murray, sophomores Steve Gorman

and Nels Carlson, as well as freshman Pat McCabe are all in the hunt
for the starters position. Murray
and Gorman are the only ones with
varsity experience.
"Overall we won't be able to do
the same things we did last year.
The defense is not as mobile. The
forwards will have to forecheck
harder to keep the opposistion bottled up, and keep the pressure oft
the defense. They will be solid,
don't get me wrong. McBride has
lost some weight, and he looks a
step quicker. Anderson and Keeney have been playing well, and of
course McCool is solid. Paul Davidson is working hard to get Farnham and Laakso ready," said
Dunham.
"I want the team flying by the
playoffs. We need to develop
young players so they can play the
big games for us. The freshmen
give us good depth, they all have
good hands, and can score. This
team has a lot of heart. If they
work hard at both ends of the ice,
we'll be an excellent team. I feel
they'll make it," concluded Dunham.
"Making it", for Trinity hockey,
has come to mean one thing. The
championship. The Bants will hit
the ice this year looking for three
in a row. Wins may not come as
easily this year as last, when the
team outscored their oppoenents
by an average of 8 goals a game.
The wins should come, though.
Come the end, Trinity will be celebrating its third straight championship ice-hockey team. Too bad
we don't have a place to hang the
banner.

'87 Soccer
continued from page 12
to beat Williams, Amherst, or
Clark.
The other losses were close
games. The team just couldn't get
over the hump. It had neither the
consistency nor the cohesiveness
to win. Shults remarked, "With
some impact players we could compete with these teams."
The team did learn alot of things
this season. They know who to look
to for leadership, they got alot of
experience, and they learned what
they need to do to win. The Bants
learned the fundamentals and the
basics of soccer, lessons that
should have been learned well before they reached the college level.

Finally abeer withagood head on it
It's here. Calgary Amber Lager Beer. The one with a rich, robust taste and a
buffalo on the label. It's got character. It's got flavor. And let's face it, when a beer's got all

that, whoneeds lime? CalgaryAmber Lager. Join the stampede.

They need to control the middle
of the field better, have better
passing, and work together more.
They must learn how to avoid their
mental breakdowns. In 13 games
they scored just 10 goals while letting in 28. That type of arithmatic
does not add up to a good record.
But the future is not bleak for
the Bantams. They had a good
freshmen class with talent and experience and a group of seven juniors returning next year with a
great deal of playing time underneath their belts. The coaching
staff is optimistic for next year if
they can get some breaks. There's
some talent here. With some more
help and a dash of good fortune,
next year's team could be a pleasant surprise for Trinity.
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Sports
WehrlU Gemmel Excel At Regionals
by Judson Parnsworth
Special to the Tripod

Gail Wehrli and Craig Gemmell
slipped, slid and ran their way to
All New England honors at the
New England Division III Crosscountry Championships Saturday
at Southeastern Massachusetts
University. Wehrli qualified for the
National championships. While
Gemmel and Wehrli led their respective teams to an anti-climactic
season's conclusion.
Wehrli, a junior co-captain who
had established herself as one of
the top runners in New England,
found herself intimidated by the
seemingly endless trail of soft
snow and slush over the flat,
grassy 5000 meter course, which
made places more important than
times.
"I was sure we were running a
5:20, 5:30 first mile, and when I
heard Goo (coach Alex Magoun)
yell 5:59,1 nearly died," recounted
the native Los Angeleno. Wehrli
jockeyed for ninth or tenth place
most of the race, "but when some
runners passed me going back to
the finish, I thought I'd missed Nationals."
To be sure, it was close, as the
co-captain held on to the 14th and
final slot; she and coach Magoun
will fly out to Hope College in Holland, Michigan, Friday for Saturday's championship. "In our
preparation yesterday, we reviewed the fact that it would be a
muddy course, but I didn't think
the snow would last," the coach
said Saturday nig-ht.
sara aaiuraay nignt.

"We've been tapering for for the
last two weeks by emphasizing
speed, and it was difficult for the
teams to change gears, psychologically and physically, for what they
had to deal with today. The National course is likely to be in similar condition, with more hills and,
needless to say, Gail's going to be
running soggy this week." Wehrli
is. only the third Trinity runner to
qualify for the last meet of the season.
Despite following Wehrli's advice before the men's race and putting on spiked shoes, co-captain
Gemmell came up five places short
of qualification in 17th, the second
best finish ever by a Trinity male.
The senior biology major looked
very comfortable in fifth place for
the first one and a half miles, "but
just before we hit the road loop, I
cramped and shifted gears with the
others."
After slipping to 25th, Gemmell
revived in the last snow and water
laden 1200 meters of the 8000 meter course and, urged on by Trinity
fans to "Strap it on!", picked off
eight runners to win regional honors while moving up 49 places from
last year's race.
GemmeU's time was not his best,
but under the circumstances was
equivalent to a run of a little over
25 minutes on more steady ground,
according to Magoun. The same
approximation applied to sophomores Bruce Corbett(139) and
Mike Joyce(144) and freshman
Matt Maguire(146), who thus ran
'personal bests' as Trinity's 2-3-4
runners.
Corbett, who improved 32 places
from 1986, commisserated with his
teammates that
that they
they had
had spent
spent
teammates

more effort staying upright than
racing. "We finished, and I wasn't
out of breath," said Joyce while
waiting for his place card. "I think
we could have run 27:30."
Completion was equally important, however, as the Bantams lost
senior Matt Donahue and junior
Chris Dickerson to the treacheries
of the course, leaving it up to sophomore Steve Anderson to complete Trinity's scorecard of 594 and
21st team of 33 entered.
Magoun reviewed the results:
"You name it, we've had it. During
the season, we've lost our 2, 3, 4,
and 5 runners, and my hat is off to
the men who came through and
gave us our first winning record in
four years."
The women harriers finished
18th of 33 entries, with 412 points,
beating Wesleyan for the third
time in a championship race this
season, but the disappointment felt
by senior co-captains Shana
Pyun(88) and Jenny Elwell(92) was
almost tangible.
"I just lost it out there; I fell
three times," said Elwell, who finished in a hurdler's stretch at the
line. The lack of spikes also affected
freshwoman
Jen
Moran(118), who still derived satisfaction from her placing ahead of
the two Wesleyan runners who
nipped at the line last week.
Senior Hilary Fazzone (122)
echoed Joyce's sentiments, saying
"I could run another race right
now", while sophomore Brooke
Raymond(144) and senior Laura
Vozzella(151) seemed more satisfied with having completed their
first championship.
championship.
first

pholo by Scott Marshall

Junior tri-caplain Gail Wehrli, who qualified for (he Nationals this past
weekend, runs earlier in (he season at Clark.
"All the seniors have done a hell
rao.." In the meantime, Wehrli
of a job," concluded Magoun, "but
heads west to fulfill the the team
Hilary and the others will have to
dictum, "Strap it on", at the Naalumni
wait until next year's first alunmi
lionals.

NBA Western Conference Predictions
-———
by Matthew G. Miller
Special To The Tripod
Part two of the 1987-1988 NBA
Preview.
MIDWEST DIVISION
1. Dallas - The class of the division. If they can overcome the devastation of their loss to Seattle in
the playoffs, this team could dominate. The focus will be on two people: new coach John MeLeod and
on 7'2" center James Donaldson
(11.9 rebs.), who had surgery to
prevent a stress fracture. With
Mark Aguirre (25.7), Rolando
Blackman (21.0), Sam Perkins, Roy
Tarpley, and others, the Mavs are
amazingly deep and talented.
2. Denver - A reach pick. It all
depends on Calvin Natt. If Natt is
recovered from an Achilles injury,
the Nuggets will be tough to beat.
Lafayette Lever is a coming superstar, and is an excellent all-around
player. Super smooth Alex English (28.6) is a proven star, but the
Nuggets need help in the pivot,
where Wayne Cooper must find
himself, and Blair Rassmussen is
neither the scorer nor rebounder
to match up with the elite. The
bench, after Bill Hanzlik, is nothing special.
3. Houston - The Rockets may
have averted a very long season by
signing Ralph Sampson. Playing
alongside the best center in the
game, Akeem Olajuwon (23.4,
11.4), he forms one half of the formidable Twin Towers. These two
are complemented by the underrated Rodney McCray (14.4, 7.1).
But the Rockets desperately need
backcourt help; the best they have
is Robert Reid (13.7), who is really
a forward. Jim Peterson (11.3, 6.8)
and newly-acquired Purvis Short
(18.3) are more than competent
backups, but there is little other
depth.
4. Utah - The tough get tougher.
An already physical team got ever

more
more so
so with
with the
the addition
addition of
of Mel
Mel
Turpin and Darryl Dawkins. Add
them to 7'4" Mark Eaton (7.7, 8.8,
4.1 blks.), 6'11" Thurt Bailey, developing superstar Karl "The
Mailman" Malone (21.7, 10.4), and
6'10" rookie Jose Ortiz, one would
have to think Utah would match
up to anyone up front. Yet, they
are still a weak rebounding and
poor shooting team. The backcourt
is acceptable, and the bench is very
deep. They could surprise and
move up in the division.Late note:
Ortiz playing in Spain, due to contract problems.
5. Saeremento - This is not a
good team. They are horrible defensively, and have a poor backcourt. New coach Bill Russell
might help, but he is only as good
as his material. Rookie Kenny
Smith will help at point guard, and
Reggie Theus (20.3) will score, but
a rookie at point guard is asking
for trouble. Center is the domain
of immobile Joe Kleine, enigmatic
Jawann Oldham, and undersized
LaSalle Thompson. The star here
is Otis Thorpe (18.9, 10.0), but he
cannot carry the team by himself.
A return to the lottery is a distinct
possibility.

6. San Antonio - While the wait
for David Robinson continues, the
land-locked Spurs continue their
decline. Peter Gudrmmdsson and
Frank Brickowski, a couple of
Lakers' retreads, are not the answer in the pivot. Walter Berry
(15.9) should get untracked, and
all-star Alvin Robertson (17.7, 5.2
a s t , 3.2 stls.) is a great player, but
questions permeate the rest of the
team. Will Johnny Dawkins
emerge? Will David Greenwood regress? Will Robertson and Berry
get into any more knife fights (as
they did in a hotel scuffle recently
with each other). And on and
on....While not headed for the
Clipper zone, this team will struggle to win 25 games.

PACIFIC
PACTTiTf' mVTSTrw
DIVISION
1. Los Angeles Lakers - A great
team. From MVP Magic Johnson,
to Byron Scott, to James Worthy,
to Kareem, this team has no weaknesses. A.C. Green, Michael
Cooper and Mychal Thompson provide more than adequate depth.
Kareem, though, is 40, and Scott
can be inconsistent. But as long as
Magic's Achilles problem is only
temporary, and the team avoids a
rash of injuries, the Lakers will go
a long way.
2. Seattle - This team could challenge the Lakers to a point. With
Tom Chambers (23.3), Xavier
McDaniel (23.0, 8.6), swingman
Dale Ellis (24.9) and 7'1" Alton
Lister (11.6, 9.4), the Sonics have
a talented, ornery front line. The
drafting of 6'9" Derrick McKey
and 6'11" Olden Polynice adds incredible depth to a front line that
is alrtady among the best in the
league. Guard Nate McMillan is a
solid ball-handler, but lacks the
flair necessary to carry the team
past the Lakers. But with 4 firstround draft picks in the next two
years, Seattle could be the next
power of the NBA.
3. Portland - The Trailblazers on
the magic trio of "all-shoot, no D"
Kiki Vandeweghe (26.9), Clyde
Drexler (21.7, 6.9 ast, 2.5 stls.)
and his all-around brilliance, and
the dynamic point guard Terry
Porter (13.1, 8.9 ast.). Unfortunately, the loss of Sam Bowie and
Kenny Carr leaves the center spot
to power forward Steve Johnson
(16.8, 7.2) and 37-year-old Caldwell Jones. Add this to the fact
that Spud Webb averaged more
rebounds per minute than Vandeweghe, and rebounding could be
a big problem. Veteran Maurice
Lucas could help out up front in
this capacity. The Blazers will be a
strong contender, with depth from
Bobby Duckworth and draftees Nikita Wilson and Ronnie Murphy.
4. Golden State • The Warriors

are excellent offensively, nonius
porous
defensively, and simply not strong
enough the challenge the leaders.
Sleepy Floyd had an All-Star year
(18.8, 10.3 ast.), and Larry Smith
can rebound (11.5). The human
enigma Joe Barry Carroll (21.2,
7.3) can look like Wilt Chamberlain
one night and Wilt the Wonder
Mouse the next. The draft brought
little help. Chris Washburn is the!
ever-tantalizing head case, and
Chris Mullin is a step slow. New
GM Don Nelson will intensify the
effort, but don't expect much improvement.
5. Phoenix - Off court problems
stunned the Suns last year, and
the turmoil will continue on (and
in) court this year. Three Suns
starters face trial, including their
one true center, James Edwards.
Larry Nance (22.5, 8.7, 2.2 blks.)
is a superstar, and Armon Gilliarn

from
help, hut
but much
r,.,,,., UNLV
n \ n v ushould
ii»ni>i hi.ln
depends <m drug-saddled star Walter Davis. Eddie Johnson can light
it up from outside, but any depth
beyond the ancient Alvan Adams
(11.1) is invisible. This will be a
hectic, painful year in Arizona.
(i. Los Angeles Clippers - The 1270 Clippers have nowhere to go
hut up, and Gene Shue will try to
push them in that direction. 7'0
Hermit Benjamin (11.5, 8.1) is an
unnmtivat.ed undenichievor, and
there is no small forward to speak
of. Michael Cage is solid at the
power slot (15.7, 11.5), and Mike
Woodson (17.1) is a gunner, but
the backcourt, lacks depth. Norm
Nixon is once again injured, leaving rookie Reggie Wiiliams to take
up the slack. This team is improved, but 30 wins is only an outside shot.

Call a wordprocessor to type
your reports and resumes!

WORDPRO
Manuscript rates average
$1.50/double spaced page
Pay only $10 for 7 printed
copies of your resume
Deadlines met, Deliveries made

257-9773
7 AM - 9 PM weekdays
8 AM - 5 PM Saturday
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Sports
Bant Hockey To Repeat As Champs?
by Sean Dougherty
Tripod Sports Writer
For th second season in row, the
Trinity hockey is coming off its
best season ever. Last years 24-10 record, including a 32 game winning streak that extended from the
previous season, ended with Trinity taking the championship for the
second straight year.
Graduation has cut like a side
through that championship lineup,
taking six seniors out. All six were
special players who will have to be
replaced.
Mike Solomita was ECAC player
of the year, led the Bantam defense in scoring, and holds the
Trinity record for career penalty
minutes. His physical presense
combined with his explosive skating gave Trinity a dimension no
other team in the ECAC could
match.
Bill Blank, another defenseman,
was once referred to by coach John
Dunham as "the most improved
player in the league." He gave the
team a second defenseman who
could do everything. Blank's skating speed and lateral moves left
opposing forecheckers looking behind themselves all last season.
Art FitzGerald re-wrote the
Trinity record book for goaltending. He provided Division I talent
to a Division III league. His uncanny saves have left all the other
teams in the league just waiting
for him to graduate. A goaltender
of Ms accomplishments will probably never been seen at Trinity
again.
Reed Whitmore,. center/left
wing, became the seventh Bantam
in history to score 100 points, despite several injuries during his career. The Anchorage native was
blessed with blinding speed and

passing skills that left his linemates perpetually looking into
empty nets. He didn't have any
fear of the corners either, offensive or defensive.
Team captain Prank Newark
was known for his defense and hitting, but he came into his own offensively his senior year, and
centered Whitmore and Bill McCartney on the team's big line. His
knowledge of the game and instincts toward what would work
often had Dunham asking him for
advice.
Last but not least, Peter Worthing. An unsung hero who was
also known mostly for his defense
and work ethic, came on as a goalscorer last season. Not blessed
with the skills of a Whitmore,
Worthing worked hard every shift
and every practice for four years
to stay in the lineup. It paid off.
In addition, last year's ECAC
rookie of the year, Mike Murphy,
will not be attending Trinity this
year. He was tagged to fill Newark's shoes as the checking center,
and perhaps see time on the point
of the powerplay.
Steve Palmer, a banging winger
who played well in place of injured
players last season, has also left
the team.
Despite those losses, Trinity still
has an excellent team left to put
on the ice this year.
The vets are strong up the middle with seniors Bob Loeber and
Matt Keator. Both are accomplished scorers. Loeber' strikes
with an accurate shot that is dangerous from anywhere on the ice,
while Kators' manueverability in
the offensive zone always manages
to get him clear for close shots and
rebounds.
Junior Trip Manley should be
taking over for Whitmore as the
center for Bill Macartney. How

well those two play together will
make a big difference in how many
goals the team scores. McCartney
is a gifted scorer who is unstoppable once in the clear. (20 goals and
15 assists, after missng the first
ten games) Manley is a shifty skater with good passing instincts. (8
goals 19 assists) Look for a big
year from both.
Junior Bill Bronson and senior
David Provost provide the team
with a needed physical presence.
He has been Loeber's linemate for
two seasons and otheir experience,
both as varsity players and playing
together, should provide the most
combined points of any two linemates on the team. Bronson is another workmanlike checker who
saw limited action last season.
Junior Jay Williamson, aptly
nicknamed "the Hammer," possesses a hard shot and considerable strength, which makes him
hard to stop once he gets going.
He served time playing with Murphy and Whitmore last year, but
was moved to a different line when
the coach noticed that he wasn't
shooting enough. Williamson came
on with a strong second half, finishing with 12 goals.
Sophomore Todd duBoef looked
great in the playoffs last year, his
highlight was scoring the game
tying goal against SMU in the
championship game. He played
strong two-way hockey from the
start of the season and there is no
reason to expect less than more of
the same.
Spot player Al Fuente ('90) will
see more ice this season, and, according to Dunahm, has had a
great camp..
Three freshman forwards have
impressed in camp. Don Robinson,
Larry Trinceri, and John Gregory
will all be playing from the start of
the season. "They are all good

puckhandlers, which will really
help our team passing," said Dunham, "Gregory is a big tough kid
who can provide us with a physical
presence." Rob Meszaros will also
be getting in "by the end of the
season," according to Dunham.
No trouble exists on defense
either. Seniors Bryant McBride,
Mike Anderson, and Bill Kenney,
all played excellent hockey last

season. Junior Rob McCool, who
will co-captain the team with Anderson, is also top quality.
Junior Mike Miele stepped in for
the injured McCool in the championship game against SMU and scored the game winning goal. He
posseses, according to his teammates, an NHL quality shot which
should be providing highlights this
season.
continued on page 9

> DELIVERS!
Part-Time Hours • Full-Time Earnings
THE COMPANY: Your future is here. It's RPS: Roadway Package System.
Utilizing state-of-the-art equipment, sophisticated laser technology and more,
we are on the leading-edge of the Small Package Shipping and Delivery
Industry. Our aggressive expansion means we'll be leading the way in the
business world of tomorrow.
THE OPPORTUNITIES: Due to our current success we have a variety of
exceptional PART-TIME OPPORTUNITIES throughout our operational base.
You'll join the growing RPS team as we continue to set new industry growth
records. Best of all, you'll be earning EXCELLENT PAY FOR PART-TIME
HOURS — hours that can easily fit into your busy school schedule. What's
more, we encourage energetic individuals to pursue their future with us.
Through advancement, our part-time opportunities can translate into a
stimulating career in operations, management, sales... Find out what RPS
can deliver to you.
For more information, contact:

ROADWAY PACKAGE SYSTEM, INC.
HARTFORD TERMINAL
710 North Nutmeg Rd.
South Windsor, CT 06074
203/282-9055

The College View Cafe Sports Scoreboard
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SPORTS SCHEDULE:

THIS WEEK'S SPORTS
RESULTS
Football 48
Men's Cross Country

Sunday:
fencing — Harvnul \-M) -\\\ay

Women's Cross Country

Wesleyan 7
NCAA Division III
New Englands
NCAA Division III
New Englands

TUOMUIV

Mun\ Baifcctl-Mll — Nichols !<:i)0 HOME
Women's Basketball — Nichols 5:3(1 HOME
Men's Hocke> — lairfuMd 7:35 HO Ml-

GOOD
LUCK
BANTS

The Tripod congratulates all the
Fall 1987 Trinity athletes.
Thanks for giving us some
exciting and memorable
moments.
This week's College View Cafe Athlete of the Week is junior Cross Country tri'captain Gail Wehrli. Wehrli,' while leading the Trinity runners at
the New England Division III Cross-country Championships, was the only
Bantam runner to qualify for the Division HI Nationals. Wehrli, who1
finished the snowy, slippery course at SMU in 14th place, was the last
finisher to quality for the race to be held next weekend at Hope College,
Holland, Michigan. Wehrli consistently led the women' runners throughout'
the fall and should do well at the Nationals. Congratulations and Good
Luck!

Support
Trinity
Sports

Tonight Is $3 Pitcher Night At The View
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Sports
Bants Humiliate
Don Fronzaglia (4 rec, 58 yds.,
3TD) turned in yet another great
day in what was a truly great career at Trinity, while sophomore
Terry McNamara (2-26, 1TD) and
This past Saturday, everything
senior Bob Ugolik (playing his final
seemed just as it should be for a
game after returning from a hand
Trinity-Wesleyan football game: a
injury) also played solid games.
crisp late autumn day, a large
The defense was simply incrediHomecoming crowd, and a fairly
ble
all afternoon, holding Weslarge contingent of Wesieyan fans.
ieyan to 197 total yards, more than
But something was missing, howtwo-thirds of which came after the
ever: a hard fought, close game.
game was out of reach. Bob SickThe Bantams completely and toenger played a great game at end;
tally humbled the Wesieyan Carhe dominated the first series for
dinals 48-7, in a game which was
Wesieyan, batting down one pass
almost as close as the score indiand intercepting another to set up
cated.
Trinity's first score.
The Bantam offense, after being
The linebacking corps of Joe Yaslowed for the past two weeks,
min, Anthony Martin, John Burke
came to life with a vengeance
and Joe Cataldo stuffed the runagainst the nearly helpless Wesning game all day, as did the line,
ieyan defense. John Calcaterra (25
anchored by nose tackle Mike Macrushes, 191 yds., 2TD) enjoyed
cagnan. The Bantam secondary .
perhaps his finest performance as
also had a field day, providing
a Bantam in this, his last game.
hard-hitting, close coverage. Jim
Ditto for Watty Wrobel (16-132),
Siebert had an interception, and
who was unstoppable in the first
Scott Semanchik also had one,
half.
which was called back on a penThe offensive line, led by senior
alty. While Darren Toth and Tony
co-captain John Morrissey at tacDeNicola each had important dekle, was completely dominant, alfensive plays.
lowing Calcaterra, Wrobel and
Wesieyan took the opening kickcompany to torch the Cardinal deoff
to their own 27, and went exfense for 569 total yards, an
actly four plays before turning the
amount rarely seen by teams not
ball over to the Bantams on Sickcoached by Barry Switzer. Freshenger's interception. It was to be
man Corrie Foster (4-30), a name
that sort of day for Wesieyan
to watch for the future, made the
quarterback Jim Lukowski (8-28,
most of his opportunity to play,
88 yds., 3INT), who was harassed
with some explosive running in the by the Bantam pass rush and
fourth quarter.
forced to make poor throws.
Quarterback Kevin Griffin (10Griffin and Calcaterra then
22, 4TD) also enjoyed a fine day.
Griffin demonstarted the progress rushed the ball down to the Westie has made this year, having little ieyan 20. Griffin was intercepted
trouble in leading the Bants to vic- on the following play, but roughing
the passer was called on the Cartory.
by Bill Charest
Tripod Sports Writer

Bantam QB Kevin Griffin '89 gets off a pass in Trinity's 48-7 Homecoming win over Wesieyan.
,

The Trinity defenses stuffed
dinals, giving Trinity a first down
Wesieyan
on four plays after the
on the 10. Two plays later, Griffin
ensuing kickoff, and the Bants
found Fronzaglia for a 6-yard TD
once again took over, this time at
toss and a 7-0 Bantam lead.
their own 43. A pass interference
call put the ball at the Wesieyan
Wesieyan could fare no better on
30.
its next series, fumbling a handoff
At that point, the Bantam runat its own 35 and giving the ball
ners took over. Wrobel rushed for
right back to Trinity. Some pow12 yards, and on the following play,
erful running by Wally Wrobel
Calcaterra went up the middle for
gave the Bantams a first down on
an 18-yard touchdown jaunt. With
the Cardinal 26. After their drive
Jensen's extra point, the score was
stalled on the 23, Tim Jensen, who
17-0, and Trinity was poised to nail
was dead-accurate all season,
the coffin shut on the Cardinals,
booted a 40 yard field goal to make
Wesieyan, after a couple of
it 10-0 with barely 6 minutes gone.
passes and an 11-yard run by Jim
Lukowski, drove the ball to the
Bantam 27. But instead of allowing Wesieyan to get back into the
game, the Trinity defense slammed
the door shut, forcing two incompletions on third and fourth down
at the Trin 27. This was effectively
the last chance Wesieyan would
get Saturday, as the Bantam offense again connected for a score
on the following series.
Powered by 45- and 12-yard
rushes by Wrobel, and an 11-yard
pass to the Wesieyan 14, Griffin
again connected with Fronzaglia
for a 6-yard TD pass and a 24-0
lead. All of this occurred before
the game was a quarter of the way
done, leaving the fans wondering
if Miami and East Carolina were
playing.
Wesieyan got another chance to
get themselves on the Scoreboard
when they took the ball after a
short punt at the Trinity 34, with
12:51 left in the half. But after Semanchik broke up a Lukowski
pass, and the Bantam defense
Kevin Griffin pitches to senior co-captain Wally Wrobel in Saturday's Homecoming defeat of Wesieyan.
stuffed two rushing attempts,
photo by Meryl Levin
Wesieyan turned the ball over on
downs at the Trin 35.
The Bantams then chewed up
about six minutes on their next
drive, using some Calcaterra
the Bantams could have a pretty
two teams is the lack of impact
by Steve Brauer
good season.
rushes and a 23-yard Griffin-toplayers this year.
Tripod Sports Writer
McNamara pass to reach the CarThis season could really be diThis is not to take away from
dinal 9. But an incomplete pass and
vided into halves - before Williams
Matt Gandal and Steve Ryan who
and after Williams. The team was
personal foul against the Bants
This season was a rebuilding one
both had strong years and who
3-1-2 going into the game and after
gave Trinity 4th and goal at the
for the Trinity Men's Soccer team.
acted as team leaders in their play
the 5-0 drubbing, they lost the rest
25. Rather than kick a fairly long
Their final record stood at 3-8-2,
and attitude. But as Coach Shults
of their games. Part of this should
field goal, the Bants opted for a
but they lost only one more game
said, "We had a lot of young guys
be blamed on the schedule, which
fake, but the pass from Fronzaglia
than the year before, when they
up front who may not have been
saves most of the tough games for
to John Germain was held short of
were 6-7. The team just didn't have
quite ready for the tough compethe second half of the season, ie.
the end zone.
that something to get it through
tition. This was a factor, although
Amherst and Clark. These are very
the ties and the close defeats.
Wesieyan then gave the Bants
Craig Hyland had a good year for
tough teams. Plus, the Bants did
new life: after taking over on
us in his first season."
What this team didn't have is
have road games against those
downs, the Cardinals gave the ball
partially due to what they lost from
teams which Trinity was even
right back on a Jim Siebert interSince the coaches saw this as a
last year's team. Coach Shults felt
with, making those games even
ception. A few plays later, Griffin
rebuilding year, it may have been
that he had three impact players
harder.
tossed a 3-yard touchdown pass to
successful in those terms. The
on that team: Peter Voudoris,
They did beat Eastern ConnectMcNamara, making it 31-0 with 3
team now has a strong core of
Chris Hyland, and Mike Murphy.
icut, and they did tie Quinnipiac.
minutes left in the half, and the
young players and an experienced
The first two were lost to graduaBut these teams aren't in the
rout was on. A Jensen 26-yard field
foundation for next year. What
tion, while Murphy has been unaNESCAC league; a very strong
Coach Shults feels he needs to do
goal just before the half made it
ble to return to school. Murphy's
and very competitive league.
is be able to bring in 2 or 3 impact
34-0, leaving the Cardinals wonloss was particularly painful beCoach Shults stated that the Ban- dering what had happened.
players to next year's team, one of
cause the coaches bad been formtams just didn't hnve the strength
whom could be Murphy, though
The second half was a mere foring the team around him. Shults
continued on page 9
that's uncertain right now. Then
feels that the big difference in the
mality, as the Bantams continued
where they had left off before the

Rebuilding Season For Soccer

photo by Meryl Levin

break. Calcatorra put a rather
large exclamation point on the end
of his Bantam career with an impressive 65-yard touchdown romp
right through the middle of the
Wesieyan defense, making it 41-0.
Wesieyan scored their lone
touchdown after a short Bantam
punt and a personal foul call gave
them the ball at the Trin 22. Lukowski then ran for 19 yards to the
3, where he took it in on the next
play to make it 41-7.
Trinity answered quickly with a
drive, led by Calcaterra rushes and
capped off by a 36-yard touchdown
catch by Fronzaglia. It was rather
fitting that the final catch of his
Trinity career was on a play such
as this.
With the score 48-7, Coach Don
Miller emptied the bench, giving
several underclassmen a chance to
play. There was no scoring for the
rest of the game, but the substitutes played very well.
The best of the bunch had to be
freshman tailback Foster, who
showed great speed in breaking a
couple good runs to the outside,
and had a 14 yard touchdown run
called back on a penalty.
Saturday's romp certainly
vented a great deal of frustration
for the Rants. After losses in the
past two weeks, and having lost to
the Cardinals for the past two
years, it was pay-back time for the
Bants.
Trinity football finished with a
6-2 mark, the eighth consecutive
winning season for Coach Miller.
A great deal was accomplished this
year, with both the offense and defense successfully coming together
as a unit during the season, itie
seniors will be remembered tor
their great year and fine play'
helping to give Trinity one of its
most thorough routs of Wesieyan
in history.
,
The future looks very bright tor
the Bants. While Calcaterra anfl
Wrobel will graduate, along witn
offensive lineman McHugh a»Q
Morrissey, defensive lineman
Hutchinson and Polinsky, ana
many other key players, the Bantams have many solid undergraas
looking for strong seasons next
year.

.11

Quarterback Kevin Griffin vn»
be back, as will wideout McNamara, offensive linemen Mitcn
ell, Schaefer and Mancim, ana
placekicker Jensen, On defense,
Sickenger and Maccagn&n will an
chor the line, while Yamm aim
Martin will support then at line
backer. Also, the secondary *>"'
have Toth and Grant returning.
Hopefully, the 1988 edition of V*
Bants will be just as successful v>
this year's squad. Only time w»>
tell.

